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Noveu. Short .Jtoriu. Poetry. You name it Syraca.Je 
U niver.Jity ha.1 alumni~ faculty~ and .JttWenlri who are writing it. 
Sy racuse University's history of renowned w riters -which st retches back more than a 
centu ry and includes students and profes-
sors from S teph e n Crane to Delmor e 
S c hwart z and Joyce C a rol O ates to W .D. 
Snodgrass - wasn 't enough to lure Tobias Wolff 
to the University. He needed to be sold on the 
solvency of the Creative W riting 
Program , w hich , says Wolff, 
had become "a little flat" by the 
end of the seventies. 
"People were unsure how in-
t e r ested th e U niver sity was in 
con t inuing its form er enthusi-
a s m fo r t h e progr a m ," says 
W o lff. "But w h e n they hi red 
R ay Carver, things got going 
'a gain and it sounde d li k e a n 
exciting p lace to be a writer." 
many to build one of the na tion's most success-
ful and selective graduate-level fic tion w riting 
program s . "T h e people I h ave tau g h t, a nd 
taug ht w it h , have made a n impression on the 
la ndscape of American litera tu re," says Wolff. 
They include fellow professors Stephen Doby ns 
a nd Mic ha el M a rton e a n d form er stude n ts 
Mary Bush , Robert O lm stead , 
Robert O 'Connor, and J ay Mc-
Inerney, w ho rocketed to star-
dom as a student w ith his fi rst 
nove l, Bright Light.:~, Big City, 
w hic h late r b ecam e a m a jor 
motion p icture. 
U nlike the late Carver, w hose 
reputation as a celebrated writer 
of short stories preceded his hir-
ing, Wolff a rrived at SU a vi rtu-
a l u n know n in 198 0 . He h as 
since become an award-w inning 
author of numerous short stories 
Tobias Wolff 
The strength of t he contempo-
rary Creative W riting P rogram, 
w hich is based in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, can be mea-
sured not only by such talent but 
by the interest it genera tes: Each 
y ear more t ha n 200 applican ts 
v ie for 8 to 12 spots in fiction 
and poetry . Those accepted enter 
a th ree-year master of fi ne arts 
progra m t hat r equires a book-
length thesis of poetry or fiction 
and two memoirs, Thi.J Boy'.:! Life (mad e into a 
movie bearing the same name) and In Pharaoh'.:! 
A rmy (nomina t e d for the N a t ion a l Book 
Award). His acclaim carries over to his teach-
ing . He's a perfectionist w ho has been called a 
"ty rant in t he classroom," someone w ho w ill 
cha llenge and d r ill student s and migh t spend 
"20 minutes talking about one word." 
Wolff's t a lents have m a d e h im a ma rquee 
attraction, but it has taken the contributions of 
worthy of publication. T he primary goal of the 
prog ra m isn't to expa nd its r anks of n ota b le 
authors, but to provide the ingredien ts req uired 
to produce su perior w r iting, to supp ly, says 
Wolff, the passion "that raises you, that makes 
y ou p ush y ourself higher." 
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T he following 30 pages contain eight exam-
p les of some of t h e b est w r it ing a nd writ ers 
associated w ith Sy racuse University. 
E njoy. 
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JLMt before ChrutmtM my father took me .1kiing at Mount Baker. He o had to fight or the privilege of my company, becaLMe my mother Wad .1tiLL angry with him for 
neaking me into a night cLub during our !Mt vuit, to .1ee TheLoniLM Monk. 
He wouldn't give up. He promised, hand on 
heart, to take good care of me and have me 
home for dinner on Christmas Eve, and she 
relented. But as we were checking out of the 
lodge that morning it began to snow, and in this 
snow he observed some quality that made it 
necessary for us to get in one last run. We got in 
several last runs. H e was indifferent to my fret-
ting. Snow whirled around us in bitter, blinding 
squalls, hissing like sand, and still we skied. As 
the lift bore us to the peak yet again, my father 
looked at his watch and said, "Criminey. This'll 
have to be a fast one." 
By now I couldn't see the trail. There was no 
point in trying. I stuck to him like white on rice 
and did what he did and somehow made it to 
the bottom without sailing off a cliff. We 
returned our skis and my father put chains on 
the Austin-Healy while I swayed from foot to 
foot, clapping my mittens and w ishing I were 
home. I could see everything. The green table-
cloth, the plates with the holly pattern, the red 
candles waiting to be lit. 
W e passed a diner on our w ay out. "You want 
some soup?" my father asked. I shook my head. 
"Buck up, " he said. 'Til get you there. Right, 
doctor?" 
I was supposed to say, "Right, doctor, " but I 
didn't say anything. 
A state trooper waved us down outside the 
resort . A pair of sawhorses were blocking the 
road. The trooper came up to our car and bent 
down to my father's window. His face was 
bleached by the cold. Snowflakes clung to his 
eyebrows and to the fur trim of his jacket and 
cap. 
"Don't tell me," my father said. 
The trooper told him. The road was closed. It 
might get cleared, it might not. Storm took 
everyone by surprise. So much, so fast. Hard to 
get people moving. Christmas Eve. What can 
you do? 
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My father said, "Look . We're talking about 
four, five inches. I've taken this car through 
worse than that." 
The trooper straightened up, boots creaking. 
His face was out of sight but I could hear him. 
"The road is closed." 
My father sat with both hands on the wheel, 
rubbing the wood with his thumbs. He looked 
at the barricade for a long time. He seemed to 
be trying to master the idea of it. Then he 
thanked the trooper, and with a weird, old-
maidy show of caution turned the car around. 
"Your mother will never forgive me for this," he 
said . 
"We should h ave left before," I said. 
"Doctor." 
He didn't speak to me again until we were 
both in a booth at the diner, waiting for our 
burgers. "She won't forgive me," he said . "Do 
you understand? Never." 
"I guess," I said, but no guesswork was 
required; she wouldn't forgive him. 
"I can't let that happen." He bent toward me. 
'Til tell you what I want. I want us to be all 
together again. Is that what you want? " 
I wasn't sure, but I said, "Yes, sir. " 
He bumped my chin with his knuckles. 
"That's a ll I needed to hear." 
When we finished eating he went to the pay 
phone in the back of the diner, then joined me at 
the booth again . I figured he'd called my moth-
er, but he d idn't give a report. He sipped at his 
coffee and stared out the window at the empty 
road. "Come on! " When the trooper's car went 
past, lig hts flashin g, he got up and dropped 
some money on the check. "Okay . Vamano.:1." 
The wind had died. The snow was falling 
straight down, less of it now; lighter. W e drove 
away from the resort, right up to the barricade. 
"Move it, " my father told me. When I looked at 
him he said, "What are you waiting for?" I got 
out and dragged one of the sawhorses a side, 
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t h en pushed it back after he drove through. 
W hen I got inside the car he said, "Now you 're 
an accomplice. We go down together." H e p ut 
the car in gear and looked at me. "Joke, doctor." 
"Funny, doctor." 
Down the first lo ng stretch I watched the 
road behind us, to see if the trooper was on our 
tail. The barricade vanished. Then there was 
nothing but snow: snow on the road, snow kick-
ing up from the chains, snow on the trees, snow 
in t he sky; and ou r trail in t he snow. I faced 
around a nd had a sh ock. The lie of the road 
behind us had been marked by our own tracks, 
b ut there were no tracks ahead of us. My father 
was breaking virgin snow between a line of tall 
trees. He was h umming "Stars Fell on 
Alabama." I felt snow brush a long the floor-
boards under my feet. To keep my hands from 
shaking I clamped them between my knees. 
My father grunted in a t houghtful way and 
said, "Don't ever try this yourself." 
ul won't." 
"That's what you say now, but someday you'll 
get your license and then you 'll think you can 
do anything. Only you won't be able to do this. 
You need, I don 't know-a certain instinct." 
"Maybe I have it." 
"You don't. You have your strong points, but 
not. .. you know. I only mention it because I 
don't want you to get the idea this is something 
just anybody can do. I'm a great driver. That's 
not a virtue, okay? It's just a fact, and one you 
should be aware of. Of course you have to give 
the old heap some credit, too - there aren't 
many cars I'd try this with. Listen! " 
I listened. I heard the slap of the chains, the 
stiff, jerky rasp of the wipers, the purr of the 
engine. It really did purr. The car was almost 
n ew . My fa ther couldn't a fford it, and kept 
promising to sell it, but here it was. 
I said, "Where do y ou think t hat policeman 
went to?" 
"Are you warm enough?" He rea ched over 
and cranked up the blower. Then he turned off 
the w ipers . W e didn't need them. The clouds 
had b rightened . A few sp arse, feathery flakes 
drifted into our s lipstream and w ere swept 
away. We left the trees and entered a broad field 
of snow that ran level for a w hile and then tilted 
sharply downward. Orange stakes had been 
planted at intervals in two parallel lines and my 
father ran a course between them, though they 
were far enou gh apart to leave considerable 
doubt in my mind as to where exactly the road 
lay. He was humming again, doing little scat 
riffs around the melody. 
"Okay then. What are my strong points?" 
"Don't get me started," he said. "It'd take all 
day." 
"Oh, right . Name one." 
"Easy. You always think ahead." 
True. I always thought ahead. I was a boy 
who kept his clothes on numbered hangers to 
ensure proper rotation. I bothered my teachers 
for homework assignments far ahead of their 
d u e dates so I could make u p schedules. I 
thought ahead, and that was why I knew that 
there would be other troopers waiting for us at 
the end of our ride, if we got there. What I did 
not know was that my father would wheedle 
and plead his way past them - he didn't sing "0 
Tannenbaum" but just about - and get me home 
for dinner, buying a little more time before my 
mother decided to make the split final. I knew 
we'd get caught; I was resigned to it. And 
maybe for this reason I stopped moping and 
began to enjoy myself. 
Why not? T his was one for the books. Like 
being in a speedboat, but better. You can't go 
downhill in a boat . And it was a ll ours. And it 
kept coming, the laden trees, the sudden white 
vistas, the unbroken surface of snow rustling 
under my feet. Here and there I saw hints of 
the road, ditches, fences, stakes, but not so 
many that I could have found my way. But then 
I didn't have to. My father in his 48th year, 
rumpled, kind, bankrupt of honor, flush ed with 
certa inty. H e was a great driver. All persuasion, 
no coercion. Such subtlety at the wheel, such 
tactful pedalwork. I actually trusted him. And 
the best was yet to come - the switchbacks and 
hairpins. Impossible to describe. Except may be 
to say this: If you haven't driven fresh pow der, 
y ou haven't driven. • 
Powder j irJt appeared in The N ew York Times 
Magazine on December 20, 1992. 
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Mama warned me, r:Jtay away from white giru. Once I diJn't. So, 30 yearr:J too Late I'm minding my mama. That'.:J how it happened. I .:Jaw her. Flurried that night and 
r1he '.:1 running, hare-legged, wearing almor:Jt nothing at al4 and the r:Jnow '.:1 riding up 
in funnel!, Like ghor1tr1, r1pinning acror:Jr:J the r:Jtreet till they whip themr:Jel"er:J againr1t the 
hrickr1, and I'm thinking, Crazy white girl don't know enough to come in from the co/2. 
Crackhead most likely, not feeling the wind. I'd 
seen the abandoned car at the end of the block, 10 
day s now, shooting gallery on wheels, going 
nowhere. One of them, I told my self, pissed at her 
boyfriend or so high she thinks her skin is burning 
off her. Most times crackheads don't know w here 
they are. Like last week. Girl comes pounding on 
my door. White girl. Could've been the same one. 
Says she's looking for Lenny. Say s she was here 
with him last night. And I say, Lenny ain 't here; and 
she says, Let me in . I don't like argu ing with a 
white girl in my hallway so I let her in. I say, Look 
around. She says, S __ t - thu un't even the right place. 
She says, What are you try in ' to puLL here, buddy? And 
I back away, I say, Get out of here. I say, I don't want 
no trouble; and she says, Damn Jtraight you don't want 
no trouble. Then she's gone but I'm thinking: You 
can be in it that fast and it's nothing you did, it's 
just something that happens. 
See, I've already done my time. Walpole, nine 
years. And I'm not saying Rita's the only reason I 
went down, but I'm telling you, the time wouldn't 
have been so hard if not for the white girl. 
Cold turkey in a cage and I know Rita's in a 
clinic, sipping methadone and orange juice. I'm on 
the floor, my whole body twisted, trying to stran-
gle itself- bowels wrung like rags, squeezed d ry, 
ribs clamped down on lungs so I can't breathe, my 
heart a fist, beating itself. And I think I'm scream-
ing; I must be screaming, and my skin's on fire, 
but nobody comes, and nobody brings water, and 
I want to be dead and out of my skin. 
Then I'm cold , shaking so hard I think my 
bones will break, and that's w hen the rabbitman 
slips in between the bars. The rabbitman says: 
Once an ax flew off it<~ handle, <~pLit an over<~eer'.J <~!cuLL, 
cleaved it clean, and I <~aw how eadi!y the body opeM, how 
gladly it give<~ it<~e/f up,- I Jaw how the coiL of a man '.J 
braiM <~piLL from hu head-even ad hu mouth open<~, even 
ad he tried to <~peale. Then I Jaw a bLue Jhadow of a 
man -peopLe Jay he ran <~o fadt he ran out of hu own 
<~kin and they never found him, the rabbitman, but I teLL 
you, they took my Jlcin and I Wad JtiLL aLive. Then the 
rabbitman whispered: I got new<~ for you, Little brothC!; 
I been taLicin ' to the man and he toLd me, it ain 't time, 
yet, for thu n- - - - r to die. 
So, no, I don 't go chasing that girl in the street. 
I know she'll be cold fast, but I think, Not my 
business - let one of her friends find her. 
See, since Rita, I don't have much sympathy for 
white girls. And I'm remembering what my mama 
told me, and I'm remembering the picture of that 
boy they pulled out of the Tallahatchie, sweet 
smiling boy like I was then, 14 years old and a 
w hite girl's picture in his wallet, so he don't think 
nothing of being friendly with a white woman in a 
store. Then the other picture - skull crushed, eye 
gouged out, only the ring on his finger to tell his 
mama who he was, everything else that was his 
boy's life gone: cocky grin, sleepy eyes, felt hat, 
his skinny-hipped way of walking, all that gone, 
dragged to the bottom of the river by a cotton-gin 
fan tied to his neck with barbed wire. M ama said 
she wasn't trying to turn me mean but she wanted 
me to see - for my own good - because she loved 
me, which is w hy she did everything - because 
she'd die if anything happened to me - and I 
thought, even then, something was bound to hap-
pen, sooner or later, the fact of living in my black 
skin a crime I couldn't possibly escape. I only had 
to look once for one second to carry him around 
with me the rest of my life, like a photograph in 
my back pocket that didn't crack or fade, that just 
got sharper instead, clear as glass and just as dan-
gerous till I pulled it out one day and realized I'd 
been staring at myself all those years. 
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I thought about that boy when I met Rita. He 
breathed on my neck and I laughed to make him 
stop. I didn't go after her. It was nothing like 
that. It was just something that happened-like 
the white girl pounding at my door- I was 
watching it, then I was in it. 
We were at Wally's, me and Leo Stokes, lis-
tening to the music, jazz - w e liked the music . 
Mostly I'm listening to the drummer thinking he 
don't got it right. He thinks he's too important. 
He don't know the drums are supposed to be the 
sound underneath the sound. That's why I'm 
good-that's why I want to play- I got a gift. I 
hear a sound below horn and piano, the one they 
need, like I did back in Virginia living in one 
room - M a ma and Daddy , Bernice and Leroy 
and me, and there were lots of sounds all the 
time, but I'm always listening for the one 
sound-like at night when Mama and Daddy 
are fighting and her voice keeps climbing higher 
and higher like it's gonna break, and his is low 
and hard a nd slow, and then they're tangled 
together a nd the words don't make sense, but 
I'm not scared - no matter how bad it gets -
because I'm listening. I hear a whippoorwill or 
grasshoppers, the wings of cicadas in July, a 
frenzy of wings rubbing, trying to wea r them-
selves dow n , and I know what they w ant-! 
know what we all want - and it's like that sound 
is holding everything else together, so even if 
Mama starts cry ing, and even if Daddy leaves 
and don't come back till afternoon the next day, 
a nd even if they stop arguing and the other 
sounds start, even if Daddy has to put his hand 
over M ama's mouth and say, Hu<Jh now, the chiL-
dren, even if they get so quiet I can't hear their 
breathing , I know every thing's okay and I'm 
safe, becau se the cicad a s a r e out there, and 
they've been there a ll along, even when I didn't 
know I was hearing them, that one sound's been 
steady , that one sound's been holding everything 
tight. So I'm list ening to the music, thinking, 
This drummer doesn't know his place. H e thinks 
he's got to get on top of things. And I hear Leo 
say, Luck or trouble, Little brothel; headin.9 thi.! way , 
and then she 's there, standing too close, standing 
above me . She 's saying, Spare a cigarette? She's 
w hispering, Got a Lig ht? And then she's sitting 
down with us and she's got her hand on my hand 
while I light her cigarette and I'm thinking she's 
pretty-in a way, in this light-and she's older, 
so I think she knows things-and I ask myself 
what's the harm of letting her sit here, and that's 
when I laugh to make the boy's breath and my 
mama's voice go away . 
Then later that night I'm looking at my own 
dark hand on her thin white neck and it scares 
me, the difference, the color of me, the size, and 
she say s, What color i.! the i!L:Ilde of your mouth, the 
in1lde of your che.1t? She say s, Open me-do I bleed, do 
my bonN break? She say s, Kud me, we're the dame. 
And I do. And we are. When we're alone, we are. 
She came to see me once. Cried, said she was 
sorry, and I sat there looking like I had stones in 
my stomach, ashes in my chest, like I didn't want 
to put my hands around her neck to touch that 
damp place under her hair. I told myself, She's 
not so pretty anymore. She looked old. The w ay 
white w omen do. Too skinny. Cigarettes and sun 
making her skin crack . Purple marks dark as 
bruises under her green ey es. I said, Look, baby, 
I'm tired, you get on home. I'm acting like I can't 
wait to get back to my cell, like I'm looking for-
ward to the next 3,000 nights smelling nothing 
but my own rotten self, like I've got some desire 
to spend nine years looking at the bodies of men, 
like I haven't a lr eady w ondered how long it's 
gonna be before I want them . She say s she didn't 
know, she didn't mean to make it worse for me, 
and I say, Where you been Living, girL? What country? 
She's not crying then, she's pissed. She say s, You 
know what they did to me when I came in here? You 
know where they touched nul And I day, One day. One 
friggin' hour of your Life. I Live here, baby. They touch 
me aLL the time. Whenever they want. Wherever. 
I'm not saying she stuck the needle in my arm 
a nd turned me into a t hief. I'm saying I wasn't 
alone. Plenty of things I did I shouldn't have. I 
paid for those. Three burglaries, nine years, y ou 
figure. So yeah, I paid for a dozen crimes they 
never slapped on me, a hundred petty thefts. But 
t h e ma n don't mind a bout y our gra ndfather's 
gold pocket watch; he don't worry when the 10-
dollar bill flies o u t of your mama's p urse a nd 
floats into y our hand. H e don't bother y ou much 
if he sees you shoving w eed on y our ow n street. 
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But that was different. Back when I was peddling 
for Leo I had a purpose, doing what I had to do to 
get w hat I n eeded. Then things turned upside 
down with Rita, and I was robbing my own 
mama, stealing to buy the dope instead of selling 
it, smack instead of grass. Rita said: JtMt once-you 
won't get hooked, and it '.J fine, .10 fine, better than the 
nuMic, becatMe it'.J in1i2e. She was right-it was bet-
ter than the music, and it was inside: it made me 
forget the sound and the need. 
Now my mama is singing me to sleep, humming 
near my ear, Ble.1.1 the chi!(), and I'm walking as a 
man 21 years old, and I'm going to Walpole till 
I'm 30. Sweet-faced Rita has scrubbed herself 
clean for the trial. She says it was all my idea and 
she was afraid, who wouldn't be? Seven men see 
their own wives, their own daughters, and pray no 
man like m e ever touches their pretty w hi te 
things. They think that they can put me away. 
They think locked doors and steel bars keep them 
safe. Five women see their own good selves and 
swear they'd never do what Rita did if not 
by force. 
I want to teLL them how different dhe can be, 
how dhe fooled when dhe J dtrung out, too jittery to 
taLk, when her jaw goed do tight the tendond pop 
in her neck. I want to teLL them how dhe begged 
me, Please Jimmy please, how dhe daid it Wad 
so easy, her old neighborhood, her own people, 
habits she could predict, dogs she could calm. I 
want to ask them, Do black men drive your .1treet.1 
alone? I want to tell them, I wa.1 in the back, on the 
flo01; covered by a blanket. She drove. She waited in the 
em; watching you, while I broke window.1, emptied j ewelry 
boxe.1, bunted fiu<J. 
N ext thing I know I'm in prison and she 's on 
probation and Mama's telling me, You got to .1tay 
ali11e. Ninety-two times she says it. Once a month 
for eight years, then one month she doesn't show, 
and the next week Bernice comes, says Mama's 
sick a nd aren 't I ashamed. Then Mama comes 
again, three more times, but she 's looking yellow-
ish, not her high yellow but some new dirty yellow 
that even fills her eyes. She 's not losing her weight 
but it's slipping down around her in strange ways, 
hanging heavy and low, so when she walks toward 
me, she looks like a woman draggi ng her own 
body. My baby. That's a ll she says. But I know the 
rest. Then Bernice is there again, shaking her 
head, telling me one more time how Mama gave 
up her life to give us a decent chance and she's got 
reason to be proud -little Leroy a schoolteacher, 
Bernice a nurse. I mean to remind her, You feed 
ma.Jbed-up pea.1 to old ladied with no teeth. You Jlip bed-
palM under wrinkled white a.1.1eJ. Wearing a uniform 
don't make you no nw<Je, Bernice. But I just say, Lucky 
for Mama the two of you turned out .10 fine. T grin but 
Bernice isn't smiling; Bernice is c rossing her big 
arms over her big chest. I see her fall to her knees 
as if her body is folding under her. I see her face 
crumple as if she's just been struck. And I 'm not in 
prison. I'm free, but just barely, and I see my own 
dark hands in too-sma ll white gloves, five other 
men like me, lifting the box and Mama in it, the 
light through stained glass breaking above us and 
that terrible wailing, the women cry ing but no 
Mama, the women singing as if they still believe in 
their all merciful God, as if they've forgotten their 
sons: sacrificed, dead, in solitary, on t he street, 
rotting in a jungle, needles in their arms, fans tied 
around their necks, as if they don't look up at 
Jesus and say, What a wa.Jte. 
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I remembered my own small hands in the other 
white gloves; I thought my skin would stain them. 
The bull was dead. I would never be washed 
clean. But I was baptized and redeemed. The 
white robes swirled, dragged me down, blinded 
me, and I thought, I can't swim, I'm going to die, 
and this is why my father wouldn 't com e to 
church today-the preacher in black is letting me 
die, is holding my head under- he wants me to 
die, it's necessary - I remember the stories my 
mother and I read, forbidden stories, ou r secret: 
cities crumbling, land scorched , plagues of frogs 
and g n ats, plag ues of b oils and hail, seas and 
rivers turned to blood, and then, suddenly, I am 
raising and I am alive, spared by grace. The w hole 
churc h tre mbles around m e, women sing ing, 
telling Moses to let t heir people go, sweet low 
voices urging t he children to wade in the water, 
but I know it's too deep, too dark, and I wasn't 
wading, I was drowning, but t he voices are tri-
ump hant, the wall s a r e tumbling down. Easter 
morning light b lazes through colored glass; John 
baptizes J esus above the water w here we are bap-
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tized. I am shivering, cold, crying. Mama is sob-
bing, too; I hear her voice above the others, but I 
know she's happy. I know that Jesus is alive 
again just as I am alive, and I have never been 
this clean, and I am going to be good forever, 
and I am going to love Jesus who has saved me 
through his suffering, and I am going to forgive 
my father who has forsaken me. I am high and 
righteous and without doubt. I am 10 years old. 
These same women are still singing about that 
same damn river, like this time they're really 
going to cross it, w hen everybody knows they're 
stuck here just like me and not one of us can 
swim; the only river we see is thick as oil and 
just as black, so w hat's the point of even trying 
when you'd be frozen still in two minutes a nd 
sinking like the bag of sticks and bones you are, 
and still they won 't stop swaying, as if they have 
no bones, as if t h e a ir is water and t hey a re 
under it, and they are swimming, and they can-
not be drow ned, as if women have a way of 
breathing that men don't. I'm choking. I look a t 
Leroy to see if he's drowning, too, to see if he's 
gasping, remembering Mama, our love for her, 
our guilt, but he 's not guilty, he's a good clean 
boy, a teacher, clever little Leroy making num-
bers split in pieces, ma king them a ll com e 
together right again . Nothing can 6e Lo.:Jt, he says, 
and he believes it. I say, DUJn't you ever want any-
thing? And he looks at me like I'm talking s __ t, 
which I suppose I am, but I still wonder, Why 
(Jion 't you feeL it, that 6uzz in your vein.1, the mu.1ic 
pLaying; why own 't you ever cfo.1e your eye.1 ano forget 
who it wa.1 Mama toLo you not to touch? Dion 't we have 
the .1ame 6/ino father? Dion 't you ever wonoer where 
Mama got her goLo eyu? DUJn 't the ra66itman ever fLy 
through your open wtizoow? 
Twenty years now and I still want to ask my 
brother the same questions. Twenty years and I 
still want to tell our mama I 'm sorry - but I 
know there are times .:Jorry don 't mean a thing. I 
want to ask her, Do you Mame me? And I want to 
ask her, ShouLo I go out in the .:Jnow? I almost hear 
her answer, but I don 't go. 
Digging graves, ha uling garbage, sna king 
sewers - I've done every fi lthy job, and now, two 
years, something halfway decent, graveyard shift 
b ut no graves. It 's good work, steady, because 
there are a lways broken windows, busted doors. 
Fires burst g lass; cars jump curbs; b ullets tear 
through locks; police crack wood-always-so I 
d on 't have to worry, and Mama would be proud. 
I'm alone with it, boards and nails, the ham-
mer pounding. I strike straight, hold the place in 
my mind, like Daddy said. It's winter. My bare 
hands split at the knuckles, my bare hands bleed 
in the cold. Wind burns my ears but I don 't 
mind. I don't want any th ing-not money, not 
music, not a woman. I know how desires come, 
one hooked to the other, and I'm glad my heart 
is a fist, shattered on a prison wall, so I don't 
have to think I might still play-because I can't, 
and it 's not just the bones broken. But some-
times I hear the sound underneath the sound: it's 
summer, it's hot, the radios a re blasting - broth-
ers rapping, Spanish boys p leading, bad g ir ls 
bitching- nobody knows a love song-then the 
gun goes off, far away, and I hear t hat, too, and 
later, sirens wailing . T here's an argument down-
stairs, the Puerto Rican girl and her Anglo boy-
friend, cursing in different languages. All those 
sounds are the song, pieces of it, but I'm listen-
ing for the one sound below it a ll, the one that 
pulls us down, t he one that keeps us safe. Then I 
catch it: it's the rain that's stopped - it's the cars 
passing on the w et street - it's t he soft hiss of 
M efanie Rae Thon, an adr:JiAant profur:Jor of creative writing at 
s~ received a bachefor 'r:l 
degree in Engfuh f rom the Univet'r1ity 
of Michigan in 1980 and a madter of artr1 in writing from 
Bor1ton Univerr1ity in 1982. Her fiction had appeared in 
numerou.1 pubficatioflcf and .1he had written three boolcr1. 
Iona Moon, the fater10 wad pubfuhed in 1993. Little 
White Sister fit'dt appeared in the Winter 1993/94 edition 
of Ploughshares. 
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tires through water, and it a lmost breaks me. 
If I could find Rita now I'd tell her she was 
right: junk is better than jazz. It's fast and it doesn 't 
hurt you th~ way the music does. It's easy. It takes 
y ou and you don't have to do anything. It holds 
you tighter than you've ever been held. You think 
it loves you. It knows where to lick and when to 
stop. When it hums in your veins, it says, Don't 
worry, I'm with you now. 
I 'd tell her, The blues scare everybody. They 
make you remember things tha t didn't happen to 
you, make y ou feel your bones aren't yours only -
they've been splintered a thousand times; the 
blood has poured out of y ou y our whole life; the 
rabbitman's skin is your skin a nd the body you 
sha~e is on fire . O r it 's simpler than that, a nd 
you're just your own daddy, or your own ma ma 
sitting beside him. Then you w ish you didn't have 
to feel what they feel, and you get your wish, and 
y ou're nobody but y our own self, watching. 
Every beat I played wcu a r1tep ci.1Mer to nty 
uncLe d hoUde where I Lutened to nty coUdind 
breathe in the bed above me, where I r1Lept on 
the fLoor becaUde Daddy wcu bLind in our hoUde, 
Daddy's legs were swollen twice their size and 
stinking, Daddy was cut loose on his own poison 
and Mama was there, alone, with him -giv ing 
him w hiskey, washing him, no matter what he 
said, no matter who he cursed. 
My cousins take me to the woods, Lucy and 
Louise, one older, one younger, they say, Touch me 
here, and here. They dare me, th ey giggle. They 
touch me and make me forget what's happening 
across the field, in my house; then they run away 
and I hear the grasshoppers ch irping a ll around 
me, bu zz in g - frantic, invisib le - a nd t h e n, I 
remember. But smack, it makes your forget, it 
makes you not care, just like Rita said. It promis-
es: Thered nothi1~9 more you need to know. So I didn't 
have to see my father's never-clean clothes snap-
ping on the line. I didn't have to remember M ama 
bent over the wash tub in the yard, flesh of her 
arm quivering like she wanted to wash out evil as 
well as fi lth. I didn't have to go in the truck w ith 
Daddy t hat morning when he said it was t ime I 
saw my future. I didn't have to swing t he sledge-
hammer with my boy's arms or see the bull's eyes, 
mad with disbelief. 
But now I remember everything, how I struck 
the head but too close to the nose, so there was the 
crack, and blood spouting from the mouth but no 
crumpling, and Daddy said: Hold the place in your 
mind. I swung a second time, grazed the face, a nd 
the bull swelled with his own breath, fi lling the 
stall. Three strikes in all before my father grabbed 
the hammer: one blow, and the a nimal folded, 
knees bending, neck sagging, the w hole huge 
beast collapsing on itself. 
Then the others came, sawed off head and legs, 
slit skin from fl esh, peeled the animal-.:~trange 
fruit-and there was blood, a river of it, hot, and 
there was blood, swirling at my feet. The body 
open ed a nd there was blood weeping from the 
walls and the rabbitman ran so fast he ran out of 
his own skin and the bowels spilled, and endless 
rope, thick and heavy, full, and the smell, but the 
men work in the heat of the anima l: kidneys, blad-
der, balls -saved , a nd t he blood spatters t hem: 
faces, hands, t highs-they are soaked with it, I am 
soaked; I will never be clean, and even the ceiling 
is dr ipping until at last the carcass is hung on a 
hook in the cold room full of bodies without legs 
or heads or hearts. 
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But I am washed clean a nd I do forgive my 
father and my father dies and my grandparents for-
give my mother for her bad marriage. I am 15. It's 
November, still warm in Virginia b ut not in Boston, 
which is w here we're going, on the train, with my 
grandfather, w ho is kind enough b ut doesn't know 
us , who won 't come inside our h o u se, w ho's 
brought a suitcase full of clothes we have to wear 
and shoes that hurt our feet. H e and Granny 
Booker mean to save us, mean to comperumte. They 
say we can be anything. But a ll I want to be is the 
music, a ll I want to hear is t he sound. Doctor 
Booker means I can be like him, and 1 think about 
that, the sharp razor's edge of his scalpel, all his del-
icate knives. I feel his clamps. I touch speculum and 
forceps, imagining how precisely h e opens the 
body, w hat he finds there w hen he does. I see the 
familiar brown spatters on shirt cuffs and pant legs, 
his never-clean clothes, and I think, For a ll your 
pride, you're no better than my father, no different, 
and the distance from his house to yours is only the 
space it takes a man to turn around. 
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I remember my father cry ing. It frightened 
m e more than anything, more t ha n the bull, 
more than the water where I thought I'd drown. 
And this is all it was: scarecrow on a fence. He 
must have been going blind even then. He 
thought it was another one, body tangled in 
barbed wire. But it was only clothes stuffed with 
rags, pillowcase head tied off at the neck, straw 
hat and empty sleeves blowing in hot wind. 
In prison l learned that my body itself is the 
enemy, my skin so black it reflec ts you. You 
want to take it from me. I terrifY. Even when I 
am one and y ou are 20. Even when I am cuffed 
and you have clubs. Even when I show you my 
empty ha nds a nd you show me your guns. I 
a larm you. I do w hat any a nima l w ill do: no 
matter h ow many times you strike, I try to 
stand . I mean to stay a live. 
Which is why the gir l in the street scared me. 
I thought, Maybe she's not a crackhead. May be 
she's just a woman from the other side, lost in 
another country, running deeper into it because 
once you're here y ou can't see you r way out. 
Cross a road; walk under a bridge; that's how 
far. No signs, no stone wall, but the line is tight 
as a border crossing. If you close your eyes it 
glitters like broken glass, pale and blue, a thou-
sand shattered windshields. H ere, every gesture 
is a code. Boys patrol their turf, four square 
blocks, pretend they own something. They trav-
el in packs and arm themselves because they're 
more afraid than any of us, because every time 
they look up the sky is falling, so they're rapping 
about the cops t hey're gonna dust, the c it ies 
they're gonna torch. The little brothers are spin-
ning on their heads, like this is some dance, 
some game - th eir bodies twist in way s they 
were never meant to bend, and then everybody 
in the street just falls down dead. 
And the old men like me sit in the bars, drink-
ing whiskey, going nu mb, talking about snatch 
and getting even all in the same breath, and we 
sound just like our own pitiful mamas, saying: 
Juogment Day gonna come, righteow gonna be rai.deJ 
up, ano the wickeJ .'Jonna .mffet; rich or poot; Jon 't 
make no Jifference. Except the men, the justice 
they're talk ing don't have nothing to do w ith 
God. They 're full of the old words, saying, We 
can't come in the hou.Je we're gonna knock it Jown; 
then they sound just like the boys in the street, 
only tired and slurred, and the boys out there, 
they're quick, they got matches a nd gasoline, 
they talk fast as spit a nd don't ever need to 
sleep. But the flames burst at their backs, and 
they're the ones on fire. 
We know the rules. Mess with white folks, y ou 
pay. Kill a white man, you hang. Kill a black 
man? That's just one more n ___ _r off the street. 
So w hen I think about that girl, when I think, If 
she's still out there, she's in trouble, w hen I think 
even my mama would tell me I should go, I 
remind myself: I already done enough time for a 
white girl. I know how they are, how she'd be 
scared of me even if I said, I ju.Jt want to heLp you. 
And I know how it would look in the alley-big 
black man 's got his hands on a skinny white girl. 
Just my luck the boyfriend would come looking, 
shoot me dead. Nobody'd ask him why. 
I think, Maybe she's already dead and I 'll find 
her, touch her once and leave the perfect print of 
my hand burned on her thigh. I don't have a 
phone and anyway, too late to call. They'd wanna 
know. Whyoyou wait.Jo long, and I'd be gone. 
Last time they found a white woman dead on 
this hill police turned into a lynch mob, got the 
w hole city screaming behind them. Roadblocks 
and strip searches. Stopped every dark-skinned 
man for miles if he was tall enough and not too 
old . Busted down doors, emptied closets, shred-
ded mattresses, and never did find the gun that 
was already in the river. But they found the man 
they wanted: tall, raspy voice, like me. He's got a 
record, long, shot a police officer once. H e's per-
fect. H e can be sacrificed. No education, string 
of thefts. Even his own people are glad to turn 
him over, like there's some evil here and all we 
got to do is cu t it out. I'm thinking, Nobody kills 
the woman and leaves the man alive. Even an 
ignorant n ___ _r. But th e police, they don't 
think that way. T hey need somebody. Tu rns out 
the husband did it. Shot his wife. Pregnant, too. 
Months later, w hite man jumps, bridge to river, 
January, he's dead, then everybody knows. But 
that b lack guy, he's still in jail. Violating parole. 
Somes __ t like that. Who knows? They got him, 
they're gonna keep him. 
I hear two voices, and they both sound like my 
mama. One tells me, S he'd human, go. And one 
w hispers, You.9ot to keep your.Je(/ aLive. One's my 
real mama and one a devil with my mama's voice. 
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Something howled. I thought it was the wind. I 
wanted to lean into it, wrap my arms around it. I 
wanted it to have a mouth, to swallow me. Or I 
wanted to swallow it, to cry as it cried, loud and 
blameless. 
It was nearly dawn and I was ashamed, know-
ing now which voice belonged to my mama. I 
held the girl in my mind. She was light as a moth, 
bright as a flame. I knew she was dead. It was as 
if she'd called my name, my real one, t he one I 
didn't know until she spoke it. I felt her lungs fill-
ing under my hand. She said: There'.:J one warm 
pLace at the center of my bo(}y where I wait for you. 
Stray find.:~ her. Mangy woLf of a dog. 
SmeLl! her. Even in thi.:J co~ he know.:~. And 
itJ Like he Loved het; the way he caLli, ;iMt 
whining at fir.:~t, the.1e .:~hort yeLp.:~, high and 
.:~ad and when nobody come.1 he .1tart.1 howLing, 
loud enough to wake the dead, I think, but not 
her. And it's day, the first one. 
We're out there in the cold, nine of us in the 
alley, hunched, hands in pockets, no hats, shiver-
ing, shaking our heads, and one guy is saying, 
s __ t, s __ t, because he remembers, we all remem-
ber, the last time. 
I see h er, close, 35 a t least but small, so I 
thought she was a girl, a nd I think of her that 
way now. I kneel beside her. Her eyes are open, 
irises shattered like blue glass. Wind ruffles her 
nightgown, exposes her. Snow blows through her 
hair, across bare legs, between blue lips. I see 
bruises on her thighs, cuts on her hands, a face 
misaligned, and I think, I have bones like these, 
broken, healed, never the same. My hand aches 
in the cold. 
I know now what happened, why she's here. I 
see her keeper. She smokes his cigarettes, he 
whacks her. She drinks his beer, he drags her to 
the toilet, holds her head in the bowl. He's sorry. 
I've heard the stories. I've seen the women. And 
I've b een slammed against a cement wall for 
looking the man in the eye. I've been kick ed 
awake at 3 a .m. because some motherf ____ r, I 
offended told the guards I had a knife. The keep-
ers make the rules, but they're always shifting: 
we can't be good enough. 
Police stay quiet. Don't want to look like fools 
again. And nobody's asking for this girl. Stray, 
like the dog. They got time. 
I know now what her body tells them: stomach 
empty, liver enlarged, three ribs broken, lacera-
tions on both hands- superficial wounds, old 
bruises blooming like yellow flowers on her back 
and thighs. Death by exposure. No crime com-
mitted here. And they don't care who cut her, 
and they don't care who broke her ribs, because 
all her people are dead or don't give as __ t, and 
she was the one, after all, w ho ran out in the 
snow, so who's to say she didn't want to die. 
I drink port because it's sweet, gin because it's 
bitter, back to back, one kills t he taste of the 
other. I can't get drunk. Three days now since we 
found her and I see her whole life, like she's my 
sister and I grew up with her. She's a child with a 
stick drawing pictures in the dirt. She's drawn a 
face and I think it must be her own face but I 
say, What are you drawing; and she says, Someone to 
Love me. I say, What are you trying to do, break my 
heart? And she says, If you have a heart, I'LL break it. 
I say, Where'.:J your mama? And she says, She'.:J that 
pretty la()y with red Lip.:! and high heeu - you 've proba-
bLy .:1een her- but .:1ometime.:1 her Lip.:~tick'.:J .:1meared aLL 
down her chin and her .:1tocking.:1 are ripped and .:~he '.:J got 
one .:~hoe in her hand and the .:~pike i.1 fLying toward me-
that'.:J my motho: I say, Where'.:J your daddy? And she 
says, He '.:J a flanneL .:~hirt torn at the .:~houLoer hanging 
in the cLo.:~et ever .:~ince I've been aLive and my mother 
Jay.:!, That '.:J the rea.:~on why. 
Then I see she's not a child; she's a full -grown 
woman, and her hands a re cut, her ha nds are 
bleeding, and I say, Who Ji() thid to you? She won't 
answer, but I know, I see him, he's her lover, he's 
metal flashing, he's a silver blade in the dark, and 
she tries to grab him but he's too sharp. Then 
she's running, she's crying, and I see her in the 
street, and I think she's just some crazy white girl 
too high to feel the cold, and I don 't go. 
Now she's talking to m e a lways . She's the 
sound underneath a ll other sounds. She won 't go 
away . She says, I ll.:led to make angeu in the .:1now, 
Like thid; I ll.:led to Lie down, move my amu and Leg.:~, Like 
thid, wing.:! and .:~kirt, but that night I wa.:1 too coLo, .:10 I 
;iUJt Lay down, curLed into my.:1e/j, .:lee, here, and I Jaw 
you at your window, and I knew you were afra/2, and I 
wanted to teLL you, I'm aLway.:~ afraid, but after I Lay 
down I wa.:1n 't .:10 coLo, and I wa.:1 aLmo.:Jt happy, and I 
wa.:1 aLmo.:lt a.:~!eep, but I wanted to teLL you, I'm your Lit-
tfe white .:1idter- I know you-we 're alone. • 
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Coleman 
To while away the mosquito-humming night, 
we crawled beneath the oil field fence, 
and you straddled the pump as it bucked 
a slow-motion rodeo. Fifteen and drunk 
on apple wine, hiding your Afro's shadow, 
you wore the bruised imprint 
of your father's palm with quiet chivalry. 
I loved you inconsolably, though we never 
touched: a boy from the docks, a cracker girl 
preoccupied with books. We sealed ourselves 
behind your van's curved windshield 
like figures in a paperweight, played chess 
by the dashboard's eerie light, dawn breaking 
in chemical-pink sky, refinery towers looming 
like giants from a fairy tale. 
Once a swarm of boys we'd swapped insults with 
since nursery school reared into view, 
flung bricks and bottles we hotrodded 
just beyond-my hair streaming 
against the glass, your a cappefla song. 
And in the book the vigilantes keep 
in some dark room of some bait shop, 
they marked you from then on, 
beat knots across your skull, 
until your sawtooth smile said you knew 
a spray of buckshot already loosed 
was flying towards your eyes like stars in negative. 
You made the papers as a hunting accident. 
And your mom, answering the torn screen door 
in the palest flowered dress, claimed God 
had shaped you for an early grave. 
When I finally caught a Greyhound north, 
I wanted only to escape 
the brutalliffiits of that town, 
its square chained yards, pumps 
that bowed so mindlessly t? earth, 
~he raging pistons of that falling 
dynasty. V>leman, you rode that ghost horse 
hard and recklessly against the dark, 
but could not break it. White pawn 
to black knight, I travel always 
towards your missing face. 
All This and More 
The Devil's tour of hell did not include 
a factory line where molten lead 
spilled into mouths held wide, 
no electric drill spiraling screws 
into hands and feet, nor giant pliers 
to lower you into simmering vats. 
Instead, a circle of light 
opened on your stuffed armchair, 
whose chintz orchids did not boil and change, 
and the Devil adjusted 
your new spiked antennae 
almost delicately, with claws curled 
and lacquered black, before he spread 
his leather wings to leap 
into the acid-green sky. 
So your head became a tv hull, 
a gargoyle mirror. Your doppelganger 
sloppy at the mouth· 
and swollen at the joints 
enacted your days in sinuous 
slow motion, your lines delivered • 
with a mocking sneer. Sometimes 
the frame froze, reversed, began 
again: the red eyes of a friend 
you cursed, your girl child cowered 
behind the drapes, parents alive again 
and puzzled by this new form. That's why 
you clawed your way back to this life. 
Mary Karr, an a.J.:Ji.:Jtant profet~­.:Jor of creatil'e writing at S U, 
. ha.1 pubLi.:Jheo two ~JoLumer:~ of 
poetry, incLuoing The Devil's Tour, 
from which All This and More ano Coleman were 
taken. She recei~Jeo a ma.1ter of fine artt~ oegree in creatil'e 
writing from Goooaro CoLlege in 1980. Karrd ut~ayt~ hal'e 
appeareo in Poetry, American Poetry Review, 
Parnassus, ano Pushcart XVII. Her memoir, The 
Liars' Club, wiLL 6e pubLi.:Jheo thi.:J t~ummer 6y 
Viking/Penguin. 
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A t noon another wad of raccoofld comed in and Claude taked them out back of the office and executed them with a tire iron. Then he checkd for vitau, wearing protec-
tive gWved. Then he dragd the cage acrodd 209 and initiated buriaL by dumping the 
raccoond into the pit thatd our LittLe corporate decret. After buriaL comed prayet; a per-
donaL touch that never faiu to irritate Tim, our ruthwd CEO. Before founding Humane 
Raccoon Alternatives, Tim purposely backed his 
car over a frat boy and got 1 0-to-12 for 
manslaughter. In jail he earned hi s MBA by 
designing and marketing a line of light-up 
Halloween lapel brooches. Now he g ives us the 
brooches as performance incentives and sporadi-
cally trashes a bookshelf or two to remind us of 
his awesome temper and of how ill-advised we 
would be to cross him in any way whatsoever. 
Post-burial I write up the invoices and a para-
graph or two on how overjoyed the raccoons were 
w hen we set them free . Sometimes I'll throw in 
something about spontaneous mating beneath the 
box elders. No one writes a better misleading let-
ter than me. In the area of phone inquiries I'm 
also unsurpassed. When a client calls to ask how 
their release went, everyone in the office falls a ll 
over themselves transferring the call to me . I'm 
reassuring and joyful. I laugh until tears run down 
my face at the stories I ma ke up regarding the 
wacky things their raccoon did upon gaining its 
freedom. Then, as per Tim, I ask if they'd mind 
sending back our promotional materials. The 
brochures don't come cheap. They show glossies 
of raccoons in the wild, contrasted with glossies of 
poisoned raccoons in their death throes. You lay 
that on a housewife w ith perennially knocked-
over trash cans and she breathes a sigh of relief. 
Then she hires you. Then you get a IO-percent 
commiSSIOn. 
These days commissions are my main joy. I'm 
too large to attract female company. I weigh four 
hundred. I don't like it but it's beyond my control. 
I've tried running and rowing the stationary canoe 
and hatha-yoga and belly staples and even a muz-
zle back in the dark days when I had it bad for 
Freeda, our document placement a nd retrieval 
specialist. When I was merely portly it was easy 
to see myself as a kind of exuberant sportsman 
who overate out of lust for life. Now no one could 
possibly mistake me for a sportsman. 
When I 've finished invoicing I enjoy a pecan 
cluster. Two, actually. Claude comes in all dirty 
from the burial and sees me snacking and feels 
compelled to point out that even my sub-roll s 
have sub-rolls. He's right but still it isn 't nice to 
say. Tim asks did Claude make that observation 
after having wild sex with me all night. That's a 
comment I'm not fond of. But Tim's the boss. His 
T-s hi rt says: I HOLD YOUR PURSE 
STRINGS IN MY HOT LITTLE HAND. 
"Ha, ha, Tim," says Claude. 'Tm no homo. But 
if I was one, I'd die before doing it w ith Mr. 
Lard. " 
"Ha, ha," says Tim. "Good one. Isn't that a 
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good one, Jeffrey?" 
"That's a good one," I say glumly. 
What a bitter little office. 
My colleagues leave hippo refrigerator magnets 
on my seat. T hey imply that I'm a despondent vir-
gin, w hich I'm not. They might change their tune 
if they ever spoke with E llen Burtomly regarding 
the beautiful night we spent at her brother Bob's 
cottage. I was by no means slim then but could at 
least buy pants off t he rack and walk from the d en 
to th e kitchen w ithout pa nting . I remember her 
nude at the window a nd the lovely seed heli -
copters blowing in as she turned and showed me 
her ample front on purpose. That was my most 
romantic moment. Now for that kind of thing it's 
the d egradation of Lamey's Consenting Adu lt 
Viewing Center. Before it started getting to me I'd 
bring boatloads of quarters and a special bottom 
cushion a nd watch hours a nd hours of Scandin-
avia n women romping . It was shameful. Finally 
last Christmas I said enough is enough, I'd rather 
be sexless than evil. And since then I have been. 
Sexless and good, but very, very tense. Since then 
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I've tried to live above the fray. I've tried to mini-
mize my physical aspects and be a selfless force 
for good. When mocked, which is nearly every 
day, I recall Christ covered with spittle. When 
filled with lust, I remember Gandhi purposely 
sleeping next to a sexy teen to test himself. After 
work I go home, watch a little TV, maybe say a 
rosary or two. 
Thirty more years of this and I'm out of it with-
out hurting anybody or embarrassing myself. 
But still, I'm a human being. A little compan-
ionship would be nice. My colleagues know noth-
ing of my personal life. They could care less that I 
once h ad a dog named Woodsprite who was 
crushed by a backhoe. They could care less that 
my dad died a wino in the vicinity of the Fort 
Worth stockyards. In his last days he sent me a 
note filled with wonder: 
"Son," he wrote, "are you fat, too? It came 
upon me suddenly and now I am big as a house. 
Beware, perhaps it's in the genes. I wander cow-
boy sidewalks of wood, wearing a too-small hat, 
filled with remorse for the many lives I failed to 
lead. Adieu. In my mind you are a wai£Y-looking 
little fellow who never answered when I asked 
you a direct question. But I loved you as best 
I could." 
What do my colleagues know of Dad? What 
do they know of me? What kind of friend gets a 
kick out of posting in the break room a drawing 
of you eating an entire computer? What kind of 
friend jokes that someday you'll be buried in a 
specially bui lt container after succumbing to 
hearts train? 
I'm sorry, but I feel that life should offer more 
than this. 
As a child my favorite book was Little Red-Faced 
Cop on the Beat . Everyone loved the Little Red-
Faced Cop. He knew what was what. H e donned 
his uniform in a certain order every morning. He 
chased bad guys and his hat stayed on. Now I'm 
surrounded by kooks. I'm a kook myself. I stoop 
down and tell raccoons to take it like a man. I 
drone on and on to strangers about my weight. I 
ogle salesgirls. I double back to pick up filthy 
pennies. When no one's a round I dig and dig at 
my earwax, then examine it. I'm huge, and terri-
fied of becoming bitter. 
Sometimes I sense deep anger welling up, and 
have to choke it back. 
Sadly, I find my feelings for Freeda returning . I 
must have a d eath w ish. C learly I r epulse her. 
Sometimes I catch her looking at my gut over-
hangs with a screwed-up face. I see her licking 
her lips while typing and certain unholy thoughts 
go through my head. I hear her speaking tenderly 
on the phone to her little son, Len, and can't help 
picturing myself sitting on a specially reinforced 
porch swing while she fries up some chops and 
Len digs in the muck. 
Today as we prepare mailers she says she's 
starting to want to be home with Len all the time. 
But there's the g laring problem of funds . S h e 
makes squat. I've seen her stub. There's the fur-
ther problem that she suspects Mrs. Rasputin, 
Len's baby-sitter, is a lush. 
"I don't know what to do," Freeda says. "I 
come home after work and she's sitting there tipsy 
in her bra, fanning herself with a Racing Form." 
"I know how you feel, " I say. "Life can be hard." 
"It has nothing to do with life," she says cross-
ly. "It has to do with my drunken baby-sitter. 
Maybe you haven't been listening to me." 
Before I know what I'm saying I suggest that 
perhaps we should go out for dinner and offer 
each other some measure of comfort. In response 
she spits her Tab out across her cubicle. She says 
now she's heard it all. She goes to fetch Tim and 
Claude so they can join her in guffawing at my 
nerve. She faxes a comical note about my arro-
gance to her girlfriend at the DMV All afternoon 
she keeps looking at me with her head cocked . 
Needless to say, it's a long day. 
Then at 5, a fter every one else is gone, she 
comes shyly by and says she'd love to go out with 
me. She says I've always been there for her. She 
says she likes a man with a little meat on h is 
bones. She says pick her up at 8 and bring some-
thing for Len. I'm shocked. I'm overjoyed. 
My knees are nearly shaking my little desk apart. 
I buy Len a football h elm et and a baseball 
glove and an aquarium a nd a set of encyclopedias. 
I basically clean out my pitifu l savings. Who 
cares. It's worth it to get a chance to observe her 
beautiful face from across a table without Claude 
et al. hooting at me. 
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When I ring her bell someone screams come in. 
Inside I find Len behind the home entertainment 
center and Mrs. Rasputin drunkenly poring over 
her grade-school yearbook with a highlighter. 
She looks up and says: "Where's that kid?" I feel 
like saying: How should I know? Instead I say: 
"He's behind the home entertainment center. " 
"H e loves it back there," she says. "He likes 
eating the lint balls. They won't hurt him. They're 
like roughage." 
"Come out, Len," I say. "I have gifts." 
H e comes out. One tiny eyebrow cocks up at 
my physical appearance. Then he crawls into my 
lap holding his MegaDeathDealer by the cowl. 
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What a sweet b oy. The Dealer's got a severed 
human head in its hand. When y ou pull a string 
the D ealer cries, "You're dead and I've killed y ou, 
Prince of Slime," and sticks its D ay-Glo tong ue 
out. I give Len my an t iv iole nce spie l. I te ll him 
only love can dispel hate. I tell him we were meant 
to live in harmony and give one another emotional 
support. H e looks a t me bla nkly, then flings his 
D eath Dealer at the cat. 
Freeda comes down looking sweet a nd casts a 
baleful eye on Mrs. Rasputin and away we go. I 
take her to Ace's Volcano Island . Ace's is a n old 
service station now done up Hawaiian . They've 
got a tape loop of surf sounds and some Bar bies in 
grass skirts climbing a papier-mache mountain. 
I'm known there. Every Friday night I tr eat myself 
by ta king u p a w hole b ooth a nd ord ering t h e 
Broccoli Rib L uau. Ace is a gentle aging beatnik 
w ith mild Tourette's. When the bad words start 
flying out of his mouth you never saw someone so 
regretful. One minu te he'll be q u otin g the 
Bhagavad-G ita and the next roughly telling one of 
his patrons to lick their own bottom. W e've ta lked 
abou t it . H e says he 's tried p ills. H e's t ried bi ting 
down on a pencil eraser. H e's tried picturing him-
self in the floodpla in of the Ganges with a celestia l 
being stroking his hair. Nothing works . So he's 
printed up an explanatory flier. Shirleen the host-
ess hands it out p re-seating . There's a cartoon of 
Ace with lots of surprise marks a nd typographic 
symbols coming out of his mouth . 
"My affliction is out of my ha nds," it says. "But 
p lease know t hat whatever harsh words I may 
direct at y ou, I truly enjoy your patronage." 
He fusses over us by bringing extra ice water 
a nd sprinting into t he back room wh enever he 
feels an attack looming. I purposely starve myself. 
We ta lk about her li fe philosophy. We talk about 
her hairstyle and her treasu red childhood memo-
ries and her paranormally gifted aunt. I fail to get 
a word in edgewise, and that's fine. I like listening. 
I like learning about her. I like putting myself in 
her shoes and seeing things her way. 
I walk her home. Kids in doorways w histle a t 
my w idth . I ha nd le it with grace by shaking my 
rear. F reeda laughs. A kiss seems viable. It all feels 
too good to be true. 
Then on her porch she shakes my hand and says 
great, she can now pay her phone bill, courtesy of 
Tim. S he shows m e their written agreement. It 
says: "In consideration of your consenting to be 
seen in public with J effrey, I, T im, will pay you, 
Freeda, t he sum of fifty dollars." 
She goes inside. I take a week of vacation and 
play O il Can Man nonstop. I achieve Level N ine. I 
master the Hy drocarbon D ervish and the Cave of 
D angerous Lubrication . I cream Mr. Grit and con-
sistently prohibit him from inflicting wear and tear 
on my Pistons. T here's something sick about the 
amou nt of p leasure I take in pretending Freeda's 
Mr. G ri t as I a nnihilate him with Bonus C leansing 
Additives. At the end of night three I step outside 
fo r some air. Up in t he sky a re w ild clouds that 
make me think of Tahiti and courageous sailor s on 
b ig sinking wooden ships. Meanw hile here's me, a 
grown man w ith a joystick-burn on his thumb. 
So I throw the game cartridge in the trash and 
go back to work. I take t he r ibbing. I take t he 
abuse . Someone's sn ipped my head out of t he 
office photo and mounted it on a bride's body. Tim 
says w ha t the heck , t h e t ho ug h t of th e visu a l 
incong rui ty of o u r pairing was worth the fifty 
bucks. 
"Do you hate me? " Freeda asks. 
"No," I say. " I tru ly enjoyed our eve m ng 
together." 
"God, I d id n 't," she says. "Everyone kept staring 
at us. It mad e me feel bad about myself that t hey 
though t I was actua lly w ith you. Do you know 
w hat I mean?" 
I can't thi nk of anythi ng to say, so I nod. Then I 
retreat moist-eyed to my cubicle for some invoic-
ing fun . I'm not a bad guy. If only I could stop 
hoping. If only I could say to my heart: Give up. 
Be a lone forever. T here 's a lways opera. T here's 
angel-food cake a nd neighborhood children carol-
ing, and the look of autumn leaves on a wet roof. 
But no. My heart's some kind of idiotic fis h ing 
bobber. 
My invoices go very well. T he sun s inks, the 
moon r ises, round a nd pale as my stupid face. 
! minimize my office time by volunteering for the 
Carlisle entrapment. T he Carlisles are rich. A 
poor guy has a raccoon problem, he sprinkles poi-
son in his trash and calls it a day. Not the Carl isles. 
T hey dominate bread routes throughout the city. 
Carlisle supposed ly strong-armed his way to the 
top of.th e bread heap, b u t in person he's n ice 
enough. I let him observe me laying out the rotting 
fruit. I show him how the cage door coming down 
couldn 't hurt a flea. Then he goes inside and I wait 
patient ly in my car. 
J ust after midnight I trip the wire. I fetch the 
Carlisles a nd encourage them to squat down and 
re late to the captured raccoon. Then I recite our 
canned speech cong ratu lating t hem for the ir 
advanced th inking. I desc r ibe the wi ld erness 
where the release will take p lace, the streams and 
fertile valleys, t he romp in t he raccoon's stride 
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when it catches its first whiff of pristine air. 
Mr. Carlisle says thanks for letting them sleep 
at night sans guilt. I tell him that's my job. Just 
then the raccoon's huge mate bolts out of the 
woods and tears into my calf. I struggle to my car 
and kick the mate repeatedly against my wheel-
well until it dies with my leg in its mouth . The 
Carlisles stand aghast in the carport. I stand 
aghast in the driveway, sick at heart. I've trapped 
my share of raccoons and helped C laude with 
more burials than 1 care to remember, but I've 
actually never killed anything before. 
I throw both coons in the trunk and drive 
myself to the emergency room, w here I'm given 
the first of a series of extremely painful shots. I 
doze off on a bench post-treatment and dream of 
a den of pathetic baby raccoons in V-neck 
sweaters yelping for food . 
Whe n I wake up I call in. Tim asks if I'm 
c razy , ki cking a raccoon to d eath in front of 
clients . Couldn't I have gently lifted it off, he 
asks, or offered it some rotting fruit? Am I proud 
of my abi lity to L _ kup one-car funerals? Do I 
or do I not recall Damian F laverty? 
Who cou ld forget Damian F la ve rty? He'd 
been dipping into the till to finance his necktie 
boutique. Tim b lackjacked him into a crumpled 
heap on the floor and said: Do y ou think I spent 
nine years in the slammer only to get out and be 
fl eeced by your ilk? Then he broke Damian's 
arm with an additional whack. I a lmost dropped 
my mug. 
I tell Tim I'm tru ly sorry I didn 't ha ndle the 
situation more effectively . H e says the raccoon 
must've had a sad last couple of minutes once it 
realized it had given up its life for the privilege of 
gnawing o n a sha nk of pure fa t. That hurts. Why 
I continue to expect decent treatment from some-
one who's installed a torture chamber in the cor-
pora te basement is beyond me. Down there he 's 
got a Hide-A-Bed and a w hip collection and an 
executioner 's m ask with a bui lt-in W a lkma n. 
Sometimes w hen I'm invoicing late he 'll bring in 
one of his willing victims. U sua lly they 're both 
wasto. I get as much of me under my desk as I 
can. Ta lk about the fall of man. Talk about some 
fa ther somewhere being crestfallen if he knew 
w hat his daughter was up to. Once I peeked out 
as they left a nd saw a blond with a black eye 
going w herever Tim pointed a nd picking up his 
coat w henever he purposely dropped it. 
"You could a t least take me for coffee," she said. 
''I'd like t o spill some o n you r ba re fl esh ," 
Tim said. 
"Mmm," she said. "Sounds good." 
How do people get like this, I thought. Can 
they change back? Can they learn again to love 
and be gentle? How can they look at themselves 
in the mirror or hang Christmas ornaments with-
out overflowing with self-loathing? 
T hen I thought: I may be obese but at least I'm 
not cruel to the point of being satanic. 
Next day Tim was inducted into Rotary and we 
all went to the luncheon. He spoke on turning 
one's life around. He spoke on the bitter lessons 
of incarceration. He sang the praises of America, 
and joked with bald ing sweetheart ophthalmolo-
gists, and after lunch hung his Rotary plague in 
the torture chamber stairwell and ordered me to 
Windex it daily or face extremely grim conse-
quences. 
T uesday a car pulls up as C laude and I 
approach the burial pit with the Carlisle rac-
coons. We drag the cage into a shrub and squat 
panting. Claude whisp ers that I smell. H e whis-
pers that if he w eighed four hundred he'd take 
into account the people around h im and go on a 
diet. The sky's the purple of holy card crucifixion 
scenes, the rending of the firmament and all that. 
A pale girl in a sari gets out of the ca r and walks 
to the lip of the pit. She paces off the circumfer-
ence and scribbles in a notebook. She takes pho-
tos. She slides down on her rear and comes back 
up with some coon bones in a Baggie. 
After she leaves we rush back to t he office. 
Tim's livid and starts baby-oi ling his trademark 
blackjack . He say s no more coons in the pit until 
furth e r notice . H e say s w e're hereby in crisis 
mode and will keep the coons on blue ice in our 
cubicles and if need be w ear nose clips. H e says 
the next time she shows up he may have to teach 
her a bitter lesson about jeopardizing our meal 
tic ke t. H e says anima l r ig hts are a ll well and 
good but there 's a substantive difference between 
a cute bunny or cat and a disgusting raccoon that 
thrives on carrion and trash and creates signifi-
cant sanitation problems with its inquisitiveness. 
"Oh get off it," Cla ude say s, a ffection for Tim 
shining from his dull eyes. "You'd eliminate y our 
own mother if there was a buck in it for you." 
"Undeniably ," Tim says . "Especially if she 
knocked over a client trash can or turned rabid." 
The n h e ha nds m e t he corpora t e Visa a nd 
sends me to H a rdwa reNic h e for coolers. At 
H ardwareNiche you can get a video of BfoodieJt 
CrimeJ of the Century R eenacted . Yo u ca n get a 
video of g reat b loopers mad e during the filming 
of BfoodieJt Crime.:! of the Century Reenacted. You can 
get a bird feeder that plays "How D ry I Am" 
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while electronically emitting a soothing sensation 
birds love. You can get a Chill'n'Pray, an over-
priced cooler with a holographic image of a famous 
religious personality on the lid. I opt for Buddha. I 
can almost hear Tim sarcastically comparing our 
girths and asking since when has cost control been 
thrown to the wind. But the Chill 'n 'Prays are all 
they've got. I'm on Tim's s __ t list if I do, and on 
Tim's s __ t list if I don't. He has an actual s __ t list. 
Freeda generated it and enhanced it with a graphic 
of an angry piece of feces stamping its feet. 
I buy the coolers, hoping in spite of myself that 
he'll applaud my decisiveness. When I get back to 
the office ev eryone 's gone for the night. Th e 
Muzak's off for a change and loud whacks and 
harsh words are floating up from the basement via 
the heat ducts. Before long Tim tromps up the 
stairs swearing. I hide pronto. He shouts thanks 
for nothing, a nd says he could have had more 
rough-and-tumble fun dangling a cat over a banis-
t er, a nd that there's nothing duller than a clerk 
with the sexual imagination of a grape. 
"Document placement and retrieval specialist, " 
Freeda says in a hurt tone. 
"Whatever, " Tim says, and speeds off in his 
Porsche. 
I emerge overwhelmed from my cubicle. O ver 
her shoulder a nd through t h e pla t e g la ss is a 
shocked autumnal moon. Freeda's cheek is badly 
bruised. Otherwise she's radiant with love. My 
mouth hangs open. 
"What can I say?" she says. "I ca n't get enough 
of the man." 
"Good night," I say, and forget about my car, and 
walk the nine miles home in a daze. 
ALL day Wednet1day I prepare to teLL Tim 
off But 1 7m too t1cared. PLud he couLd 
rightly day t1heJ a cont1enting aduLt. What 
business is it of mine? Why defend someone w ho 
has no desire to be d efended ? Instead I drop a few 
snots in his coffee cup and use my network access 
privileges to cancel his p rint jobs. H e asks can I 
w ork la te and in spite of my self I faw ningly say 
sure. I hate him. I hate myself. Everybody else goes 
home. Big clouds roll in. I invoice like mad. Birds 
light on the dumpster and feed on substances caked 
on the lid. What a degraded cosmos. What a case of 
something starting out nice and going bad. 
Just after 7 I hear him shout: "You, darling, w ill 
rot in hell, with the help of a swift push to the 
grave from me !" At first I think he's pillow talking 
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with Freeda by phone. Then I look out the w in-
dow and see the animal rights girl at the lip of our 
pit with a Camcorder. 
Admirable dedication, I think, wonderful clari ty 
of vision. 
Tim runs out th e door with his bl ackj ac k 
unsheathed. 
What to do? Clearly he means her harm. I fol-
low him, leaving behind my loafers to minimize 
noise . I keep to the shadow s and scurry in my 
socks from tiny berm to tiny berm. I heave in a n 
unattractive ma nner. My heart rate 's in the ionos-
phere. To my credit I'm able to keep up with him. 
M eanwhile she's struggling up the slope with her 
hair in sweet disarray, backlit by a moon the color 
of honey, Camcorder on her head like some kind of 
Keny an w ater jug. 
"Harlot," Tim hisses, "attempted defiler of my 
dream ," and whips hi s blackjac k dow n . A m I 
quick ? I am so quick. I lunge up and take it on the 
w rist. My arm bone goes to mush, and my head 
starts to spin, and I wrap Tim up in a hug the size 
of Tulsa. 
"Run," I gasp to the girl , and see in the moon-
light the affluent white soles of her fleeing boat-
type shoes. 
I hug hard. I tell him drop the jack and to my 
su rprise he does. Do I t hen re lease him? To my 
shame, no. So much sick rage is stored up in me. I 
never knew. And out it comes in one mondo 
squeeze, a nd something breaks, and he goes limp, 
and I lay him gently dow n in the dirt. 
I CPR like anything. I beg h im to rise up a nd 
thrash me. I do a crazy little dance of grief. But it's 
no good . 
I've killed Tim. 
I sprint across 209 a nd ineffectua lly drag my 
bulk around Industria l Grotto, weeping and bang-
ing on locked corporate doors. United Knee Wrap's 
having a gala . Their top b rass a r e drunkenly lip -
synching hits of the fifties en masse and their foot 
soldiers are laughing like subservien t fools , so no 
one hears my frantic knocking . I prepare to heave a 
fake boulder t hroug h the p late g lass. But then l 
stop. By now Tim's beyond help. What d o I gain by 
turning my self in? Did I or did I not save an inno-
cent girl's life? Was he or was he not a cruel mon-
ster ? W hat's done is done. My peace of mind is 
gone forever. Why spend the remainder of my life 
in ja il for the crime of eliminating a piece of filth? 
A nd standing the re o utsid e t he gala I learn 
something vital a bout myself: w hen p ush comes to 
shove, I could care less about lofty ideals. It's me I 
love. It's me I want to protect. 
Me. 
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I hustle back to the office for the burial gear. I 
roll Tim into the pit. I sprinkle on lime and cover 
him with dirt. I forge a letter in which he claims to 
be going to Mexico to clarifY his relationship with 
God via silent meditation in a rugged desert setting. 
"My friends," I write through tears in his child-
ish scrawl, "you slave away for minimal rewards! 
Freedom can be yours if you open yourself to the 
eternal! Good health and happiness to you all. I'm 
truly sorry for any offense I may have given. 
Especially to you, Freeda, who deserved a better 
man than the swine I was. I am a new man now, 
and Freeda dear, I suggest counseling. Also: I 
have thought long and hard on this, a nd have 
decided to turn over the reins to Jeffrey, whom I 
have always wrongly maligned. I see now that he 
is a man of considerable gifts, and ask you all to 
defer to him as you would to me." 
I leave the letter on Claude's cha ir and go out to 
sleep in my car. I dream of Tim wearing a w hite 
robe in a Mexican cantina . A mangy dog sits on 
his lap explaining the rules of the dead. No weep-
ing. No pushing the other dead. Don't bore every-
one with tales of how great you were. Tim smiles 
sweetly and rubs the dog behind the ears. He sees 
me and says no hard feelings a nd thanks for 
speeding him on to the realm of bliss. 
I wake with a start. The sun comes up, driving 
sparrows before it, turning the corporate reflective 
windows wild with orange. I roll out of my car 
and brush my teeth with my finger. 
My first day as a killer. 
I walk to the pit in the light of fresh dirt, under 
w hich lies Tim. I sit on a paint can in a patch of 
waving weeds and watch my colleagues arrive. I 
weep . I think sadly of the kindly bumbler I used 
to be, bleary-eyed in the morning, guiltless a nd 
looking forward to coffee. 
When I finally go in , everyone 's gathered 
stunned around the microwave. 
"EL Pre.JWente," Claude says disgustedly. 
"Sorry?" I say. 
I make a big show of shaking my head in shock 
as I read and reread the note I wrote. I ask if this 
means I'm in charge. C la ude says w ith that kind of 
conceptua l grasp we're not exactly in for salad 
days. H e asks Freeda if she had an inkling. She 
says she always knew Tim had certain unplumbed 
depths but this is ridiculous. Claude says he smells 
a rat. H e says Tim never had a religious bone in 
his body and didn't speak a word of Spanish. My 
face gets red . Thank God Blamphin, that toady, 
p1pes up. 
"I say in terms of giving Jeffrey a chance, we 
should give J effrey a chance, inasmuch as Tim 
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was a good manager but kind of a mean guy," he 
says. 
"Well put," Claude says cynically. "And I say 
this fattie knows something he's not telling." 
I praise Tim to the skies and admit I could 
never fill his shoes. I demean my organizational 
skills and leadership abilities but vow to work 
hard for the good of all. Then I humbly propose a 
vote: Do I assume leadership or not? Claude says 
he ' ll honor a quorum, and then via a show of 
hands I achieve a nice one. 
I move my things into Tim's office. Because he'd 
a lways perceived me as a hefty Milquetoast with 
no personal aspirations he trusted me implicitly. 
So I'm able to access the corporate safe. I'm able 
to cater in prime rib and a trio of mustachioed vio-
linists, who stroll from cubicle to cubicle hoping 
for tips. Claude's outraged. Standing on his chair, 
he demands to know w hatever happened to the 
profit motive. Everyone ignores him w hile munch-
ing on my prime rib and enjoying my musicians. 
He says one can 't run a corporation on good 
intentions and blatant naivete. He pleads that the 
staff fire me and appoint him CEO. Finally 
Blamphin proposes I can him. Torson from Per-
sonnel seconds the motion. I shrug my shoulders 
and we vote, and Claude's axed. He kicks the wa-
George Saunderr:J received a mar:~ter'r:! degree fr01n SU in creative writing 
inl988. The 400-Pound CEO 
/it<Jt appeared inl993 in Harper's Magazine and earned 
Saundet<J the NationaL Magazine Award for Fiction by the 
American Society of Magazine Editot<J. CurrentLy an 
adjunct profur:~or at St. John Fi:Jher CoLLege in Rocher:Jtet; 
New York, Saundet<J har:~ pubLi:Jhed r:~hort r:Jtorier:J in r:JeveraL 
top Literary journa!r:J. Hi:! Later:Jt work, Civil War: Land 
in Bad Decline, a coLLection of r:Ji:x r:Jtorier:J and a nMeLLa, 
wiLL be pubLi:Jhed next year by Random HoUr:Je. 
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ter cooler. He gives me the finger. But out he goes, 
leaving us to our chocolate mousse and cocktails. 
By nightfall the party's kicked into high gear. I 
bring in jugglers and a comedia n a nd drinks, 
drinks, drinks. My staff swears their undying loy -
alty. We have drunken toasts to my health, and 
theirs. I tell them we'll kill no more. I tell them 
we'll come clean with the appropriate agencies 
and pay all relevant fines. Henceforth we'll relo-
cate the captured raccoons as we've always 
claimed to be doing. The company w ill be ow ned 
by us, the employees, who will come and go as we 
please. Beverages and snacks will be continually 
on hand. Insurance will be gratis. Day care will be 
available on-site. 
Freeda brightens and sits on the arm of my 
chair. 
Muzak will give w ay to personal stereos in each 
cubicle. W e will support r ighteous charities, take 
troubled children under our collective wing, enjoy 
afternoons off when the sun is high and the air 
sweet with the smell of mown grass, treat one 
another as family, send one another fond regards 
on a newly installed electronic mail system, and, 
when one of us finally has to die, we will have the 
consolation of knowing that, aided by corporate 
largesse, our departed colleague has known his or 
her full measure of power, love, and beauty, and 
arm-in-arm we will all march to the graveyard, 
singing sad hy mns. 
Just then the cops break in, led by Claude, 
who's holding one of Tim's shoes. 
"If you went to M exico," he shouts triumphant-
ly, "wouldn't you take your Porsche? Would you 
be so stupid as to turn your life 's work over to this 
tub of la rd? T hings started to add up. I did some 
literal digging. And there' I found my friend Tim, 
with a crushed rib cage that broke my heart, and a 
look of total su rprise on his face." 
"My Timmy," Freeda says, r ising from my chair. 
"This disgusting p ig killed my beautiful boy." 
They cuff me and lead me away. 
In court I tell the truth. T he animal r igh ts girl 
comes out of the woodwork and corroborates my 
story. The judge says he appreciates my honesty 
and the fact that I saved a life. H e wonders why, 
having saved the life, I didn't simply release Tim 
and reap the laurels of my courage. I tell him I lost 
control. I tell him a lifetime of scorn boiled over. 
He says he empathizes completely. H e says he had 
a weight problem himself w hen a lad. 
Then he gives me fifty, as opposed to life with-
out parole. 
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So now I know misery. I know the acute dis-
comfort of a gray jail suit pieced together from 
two garments of normal size. I know the body 
odor of Vic, a Chicago kingpin who's claimed me 
for his own a nd compels me to wear a feminine 
hat with fruit on the brim for nightly interludes. 
Do my ex-colleagues write? No. Does Freeda? 
Ha. Have I achieved serenity? No. Have I tran-
scended my horrid surroundings and thereby w on 
the begrudging admiration of my fellow cons? No. 
They exult in hooting at me nude during group 
showers. They steal my allotted food portions. Do 
I have a meaningful hobby that makes the days fly 
by like minutes? No. I have a wild desire to smell 
the ocean. I have a sense that God is unfair and 
preferentia lly punishes his weak, his dumb, his fat, 
his lazy. I believe he takes more pleasure in his 
perfect creatu res, and cheers them on like a brain-
less dad as they run roughshod over the rest of us. 
He gives us a n eed for love, and no way to get 
any. He gives us a desire to be liked , and personal 
attributes that make us u tterly unlikable. Having 
placed his flawed and needy children in a world of 
exacting specifications, he deducts the difference 
between what we have a nd w hat we need from 
our hearts and our self-esteem and our mental 
health. 
This is how I feel. These things seem to me true. 
But what's there to do but behave w ith dignity? 
Keep a nice cell. Be polite but firm w hen Vic asks 
me to shimmy while wearing the hat. Say a kind 
word w hen I can to the legless man doing life, 
w ho's perennially on toilet duty. Join in at the top 
of my lungs w hen the geriatric murderer from 
Baton Rouge begins his nightly spiritual. 
Maybe the God we see, the God w ho calls the 
daily shots, is merely a subGod. May be there's a 
God above this subGod, who's busy for a few 
Godminutes with something else, and will be right 
back, and w hen he gets back will take the subGod 
by the ear and say, "Now look. Look at that fat 
man. What did he ever do to you? Wasn't he hum-
ble enough ? Didn't you sense him craving affec-
tion? Were you unaware that his days unraveled 
as one long bad dream?" And maybe as the 
subGod slinks away, the true God w ill sweep me 
up in his arms, saying: My sincere apologies, a 
mistake has been made. Accept a new birth, as a 
token of my esteem. 
And I will emerge again from between the legs 
of my mother, a slighter and more beautiful baby, 
destined for a different life, in which I am master-
ful, sleek as a deer, a winner. • 
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September 5, 1947. The war had been over two year.:~, but I thought of the war.......-the .:~tiLL dry Leave.:~ in 
September heat; pungent dmeLL of road.:~lJe weed.:~ .......-corn/Lower.:~ and ragweed and 
Queen Ann J Lace; hum of in.:~ectd in the gra<~dj dunLight fiLtering through the .:~heer white 
curtain.:~, fiLLing the bedroom with Light .10 .:~harp and cLean I cou/2 dmeLL it, cou/2 dee the 
dust particles suspended in air. Time stood 
still, like those years with my brothers and 
cousi ns overseas, the war wearing on in 
timeless September heat like the droning of 
insects. And then it was over. 
It was over. There was no war. I looked 
down at my open suitcase on the bed. I was 
married and we had just returned from our 
honeymoon. 
I heard something drop on the floor 
upstairs, then footsteps, then their muffled 
voices - Bernesia trying to quiet her sister, 
keep her from crying and roaming the house, 
at least for the first few hours I was there. 
I looked around the still, spare room: a 
dresser, bed, nightstand, cedar chest. Len's 
good shirt on the bed, near my suitcase. He 
was outside, looking over his garden, he 
said. The truth: a grown man embarrassed to 
be a lone in a bedroom with a woman, his 
own wife, while his two spinster sisters clat-
ter ed through the house. 
And I was-what would I call it? Numb. 
Looking at the yellow chenille bedspread, 
t h e yellowed linoleum floor, newly swept 
and mopped, I could smell the soap that 
barely covered the smell of t hem, upsta irs, 
their uncleanness, the uncleanness of a ll 
those years of the three of them traipsing in 
and out of this broken-down farmhouse. I 
saw dirt in the corners of the floor, and real-
ized I had made the first mistake, which 
would follow me, more than I ever could 
have imagined right then, by not speaking 
up. But I co uld not speak, n e it h e r of us 
could, not about important things. And there 
it w as, my silence facing me as clear as the 
dirtied corners of that room. Yet how often 
I'd almost opened my mouth to speak the 
words that had b een trembling through my 
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mind for months before the wedding: "Len, 
what about your sisters? Where will your 
sisters live after we're married?" But of 
course I already knew the answer. 
It was late afternoon and I could feel the 
stillness of the house close in on me, its 
ghosts - living and dead -eyeing me, hold-
ing their breath, listening to every move I 
made. Far away a door slammed shut. Slow, 
quiet footsteps, a hesitant knock on the bed-
room door. Did I call it a door? A piece of 
wood on hinges, a hole w here the doorknob 
might have been, the wood warped so that it 
never shut a ll the way. One of only two 
besides the bathroom door in this house of 
15 rooms. 
"You don't have to knock," I told Len, 
meaning why bother, since I could hear him 
coming and the door crept open on its own 
anyway. 
"Oh . Well," he said, shoving his hands in 
his pockets, jingling the change and keys. It 
was one of the two things he did when he 
was nervous - that and whistling. He 
walked over to the dresser. 
"Do you need anything?" he asked me. 
I wanted to say, "Yes, I need a house to 
live in." 
"No," I answered. "I'm all set." 
He opened the drawer. It was empty. " I 
made room in here," h e told me. 
"Thanks, " I said. 
He shuffled from one foot to a nother. 
"Well, I picked some tomatoes," h e told me. 
"And some corn." 
And sudde nly I thought: Supper. Am I 
supposed to cook for them? Are w e a ll sup-
posed to eat together? 
H e looked down at the floor, not saying 
anything else. Then he left. 
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It was an hour later when they ventured 
downstairs, while Len sat on the porch steps 
shucking corn and I tentatively opened cupboard 
doors touching pots, dishes, silverware. I had 
eaten with them twice before, but Bernesia had 
cooked those times, her goodwill gestures. I 
knew the two of them, of course, even before I 
met Len. Everybody in town knew them. 
I found a big black frying pan and put it on 
the stove, poured in a little oil, then dumped in 
the sausages Len had pointed to in the ice box, 
spicy Italian sausage fresh from the butcher, 
enough for four people. I took a pot and filled it 
with water for the corn, then set it on the stove. 
Bernedia came in firdt, M if dhe had been 
updtaird rehearding her entrance aLL that time. 
"WeLl weLl weLl n dhe daid, too bud and too 
cheerful '1 dee you 'CJe found eCJerything. I dee 
you've made yourself right at home." As if I 
shouldn't, is what she meant. 
She swept past the table as she talked, knock-
ing her skirt against a chair and jarring the chair 
away from the table, then setting it right and 
moving on, picking up the salt shaker and sliding 
it from one end of the table to the other. 
"Len said he was going to cook these up," 
I told her, feeling awkward, not knowing 
what to say. 
Florrie stood in the doorway in a long sack of 
a cotton housedress. She held her arms at the 
elbows and rubbed the sores with her hands, 
rocking as she stood staring into the room at me. 
Her gray hair floated in wisps from her head. 
Bernesia took a loaf of bread wrapped in white 
paper down from the top of the ice box and set it 
on the table. Then she opened a drawer and 
pulled out a knife and laid it next to the bread. 
"Why don't you go wash your hands," she 
told Florrie. 
Florrie swayed in the doorway. "That's Ma's 
frying pan," she told Bernesia. "What would Ma 
say if she was here now?" 
"Go wash up and then we'll eat," Bernesia told her. 
"What would Ma say?" Florrie said, her 
eyes on me. 
I turned the sausages. The grease popped 
and splattered. 
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"Ma would tell her to go home where she 
belongs," Florrie said. "Isn't that right, Bernesia?" 
Then Florrie started crying, "Ma, Ma," and 
Bernesia bustled over and took her arm. "Why 
don't you go outside for a little while?" she said. 
"See if Leonard needs any help. " 
"If Ma was here you wouldn't be trying to get 
rid of me," Florrie told Bernesia. 
"Nobody's trying to get rid of you," Bernesia 
said. "Where did you get such a queer idea?" 
And she led her out the screen door onto 
the porch. 
I turned and stood with the metal spatula in 
my hand, looking at the table and beyond it at 
the dull rectangle of light they had just walked 
through. I heard them talking on the porch, 
Florrie's voice rising high: "No." Then it was 
quiet, except for the ripping sound of Len shuck-
mg corn. 
Finally I heard him say: "Why the hell don't 
you do something useful for a change instead of 
always complaining?" I didn't know which one 
of them he was talking to. 
"Come on, Florrie," Bernesia said. "Let's go 
look at the hollyhocks." 
"I don't want to look at the hollyhocks," 
Florrie answered, and then I heard them moving 
down the steps and across the driveway. 
"Goddamn almighty," Len said. 
"Tell Ma," Florrie wailed from somewhere 
across the lawn. "See what Ma says." 
I stirred the meat and put silverware down on 
the table. I stood looking at the four white plates 
on the gouged wooden table and I felt a hole 
open up inside of me. 
My mother had been happy, in a way, that I 
was getting married because I was 30 and she 
was concerned about me ending up an old maid. 
But she was sorry, too-sorry to be losing the 
one person who had ever taken care of her, and 
sorrier still that I was marrying the brother of 
queAe oue .Jtreghe, those two witches. 
"But he's a nice man," she added after she'd 
met him. 
He was a nice man. Shy and quiet and 
thoughtful. We'd met at the bowling alley, pure 
coincidence, since neither of us bowled. Our sep-
arate sets of friends had urged us to join them 
that night, to get out and have some fun. One of 
the girls from my group knew one of the guys 
from his group, and so we got introduced and 
ended up sitting near each other sipping soft 
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drinks while our friends drank beer and gin 
and tonics. He was 10 years older than I, 
though I didn 't know it then . We looked out 
a t t h e g lare of lights on the s hiny brown 
alleys and listened to the thunk a nd roll of 
bowling balls, the crash of pins, the shouts of 
the players. 
H e kept fidgeting with the drink in his 
hands. "Boy, it sure is noisy in here," he final-
ly said . I think it was the only thing he said 
that night. 
We became regulars at t he bowling alley 
after that, but only for a few weeks, until he 
worked up the courage to ask me out 
to a movie. 
"I was afra id I was going to have to end up 
joining a bowling team, " I told him. 
W e went to see the only show p laying in 
town, a western - Gene Autry strumming 
guitar a nd sing ing to a woma n with wavy 
hair and dark lipstick. 
Afterwards we took a ride to the lake, and 
we stopped at a fish fry stand for sandwiches, 
finally hitting on something we both liked: 
food. We walked along the pier and watched 
the restaurant and boat lights twinkling along 
the shore w hile he told me about his farm 
that wasn 't a farm a nymore. He'd sold the 
cows to his brother Jack who had a big dairy 
up in the hills, and now Len raised corn and 
vegetables and strawberries and a few chick-
ens w hile J ack and a neighbor farmer used 
the barn for storage a nd Len worked in a 
machine factory w here he 'd been since he got 
back from the army. 
"Why'd you go?" I asked him. "You were 
exempt. You didn 't have to join." 
He shrugged his shoulders . "Th ey said 
they needed people." 
I believed him. I believed he was a shy, 
generous, conscientious man. Years later I 
figured out his joining was a last ditch effort 
to escape his two sisters without letting them 
know it. 
T h e escape didn't last long . The war 
ended, and they sent him back home. 
T he screen door creaked opened and Len 
cam e in w ith t h e cola nder of c orn. H e 
stopped, as if startled to see me there, then 
walked over to put the corn in the pot. 
H e was a ha ndsome man - dark hair neat-
ly combed back, a long straight nose, broad 
face. The way he concentrated on dropping 
the corn into the pot, carefully one ear at a 
time so as not to splash any water, reminded 
me of a young boy intent on learning to cook. 
It struck me then tha t he had been born in 
that house, that he had stood in that kitchen 
since he was old enough to walk, and I was 
entering in on something big, something that 
had to do with more than just his two sisters 
being there. 
H e turned and faced m e . "I wanted to 
show you something," he said , like someone 
a nxious about a gift he was a bout to give 
to y ou. 
"''min the middle of cooking," I reminded him. 
"It'll only take a minute." 
I turned off the gas and followed him out-
side, past Bernesia w ho straightened up from 
gathe ring twigs a nd stick s to eye us; past 
Florrie w ho swished back and forth in her 
lawn glider, hugging her arms for warmth, 
her cold eyes following me; past the clucking 
chicken coop to the garden. 
The light was failing fast. Len pointed out 
the vegetables, w hat was left of them, what 
used to be. The old strawberry bed. Where 
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M ary Bwh recei~Jeo two oegree.:1 from SU, a ma.:Jter'cf in cre-
ati~Je writing in 1980 ano a 
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fe.:J.:Jor of creatille writing at CaLifornia State Uni~Jet"<fity in 
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he planned the new one. His shoe kicked up a 
stone and he bent to pick it up, studied it, then 
handed it over. I could barely make it out in the 
dusk, the impression of a fossiL a tiny perfect 
clam shell. 
"This is what you wanted me to see?" I 
asked him. 
"No," he said. Then he added: "You know, 
this land used to be under water a long 
time ago." 
I stared dumbly at the rock, then out at 
the land. 
We moved to the apple trees he'd told me 
about, and for good reason. He and Bernesia 
had bought them l 0 years ago, right after their 
father died. The trees were good, had recently 
started bearing fruit. They had bought them on 
credit, the bill still past due. Me, my savings. 
He hadn't asked, but I'd felt I should offer, fool 
that I was. My trees, then, since I was going to 
pay for them. But of course they weren't mine. 
Nothing of that house was mine. 
He led me around the other side of the trees. 
"There," he sa id, pointing. "That's it. " 
Across the fields spread a sky streaked pink 
and copper a nd magenta, w ith deep billowing 
clouds pierced by shards of light, like the hand 
of God reaching down. The trees were turned 
to silhouettes against the horizon. 
"It's different every day," he w hispered. I felt 
hi s h and wanting to touch me. My own 
hand burned. 
"It's beautiful," I answered . 
Far down acroJJ the road JquareJ of yeLLow 
Light appeared: the dozen windowJ in the 
neighhord dairy harn, a deLicate toy. The air 
had turned cooL and damp, and the Jharp 
JmeLL of earth and graJJ came up. I r:1hivered. 
"Are you cold? " he asked me, and I felt him 
moving closer w ithout taking a step. If it could 
only be like this, I thought. If it could only be 
the two of us under a magnificent sky, a warm 
house a t the end of the gard en, the two of us 
entering that house, fi ll ing it w ith just ourselves. 
His fingers brushed my hand. I opened up, 
held on. I'm Jorry, he was saying without 
speaking any words -meaning his sisters, the 
house. I know it '.J 6aofor you. 
His hand was warm, and big, a nd gentle. I 
was startled, not for the first time: the shock of 
being loved. 
But the moment was too much for us. He 
stamped his feet, as if to wake them up. 
"The garden's fu ll of w eeds," he murmured. 
"After just three days." Three days, the length 
of our honeymoon. We had driven to Niagara 
Falls right after the reception. It was a good 
time, walking in the gardens, eating in restau-
rants, looking in store w indows, leaning over 
the railing in the loud and misted air to watch 
the river p lunge and roll below us . Later we 
drov e into Canada so he could look at the 
farms and the countryside. 
And then, tha t first night together, neither of 
us knowing exactly what to do, or too shy to 
do it, the thing I had wanted and dreaded for 
years. He was scared too, and then it became a 
joke, a nd we laughed and it was all right after 
that. But in the middle of the night I woke up 
terrified. A 6a6y, I thought. Chiloren. 
"Don't the weeds stop growing this late in 
the year?" I asked him. 
"They never stop growing," he said. 
He let my hand drop, shoved his own hands 
back into his pockets, "Oh welL" he said. "I 
guess we better go back." 
W hen we were halfway there I looked up at 
the looming shape t hat we were headed for. 
I saw it then, how the house a lmost seemed 
to sigh, an angry child waiting for its mother 
to return. Bernesia a nd Florrie and God 
knows who else floated through that house, 
p eeking into our rooms, ope ning drawers, 
touching things. They filled the windows w ith 
their waiting . They spilled out into the tree 
tops that brus h e d against th e eaves. T hey 
floated down and spread across the lawn. 
Len cleared his throat, glanced at m e with a 
weak smile. 
I stared back at the picture that was form-
ing, the two of us undressing, getting into bed, 
ly ing in the dark w ith Bernesia a nd Florrie 
pattering above us. 
A sound like a bird mad e me loqk u p. It was 
Le n, w histling softly to himself as he walked 
beside me. • 
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Sea Creature 
I circle you like a shark. 
Yesterday l was a dolphin. 
Tomorrow I will be an ore, 
next week a barracuda, who knows? 
I leap up past you, a flying fish. 
I ripple around you, a sea snake 
(or a great strand of sea weed). 
I won't bite -unless you do. 
These waters are dark and ·deep; 
they require sure swimming and 
avoidance of quirky currents. 
Like the heavens there are 
seven of these seas. Are we still 
in only one? 
Teaneck, NJ 
Our houses are rigged with all these wires; 
warnings label our windows and litter the lawns. 
Light beams and sensors define our space. 
Sirens and blasters secure us in our cars. 
At night the streets are speckled white; our 
houses sit in cones of light. Shadows 
are hard to find . The Power people can't help 
but prosper, selling so many kilowatts. 
The town demands an annual fee and 
registers the systems, charges extra 
for false a:Jarms that disturb neighborhoods. 
It's a way of life, these programmed protectors. 
Yet once I slept with opened doors and windows 
wide1 summers even, on a ,first floor porch. 
That was before the war. But when did it 
start, when will it end and who will win it? 
J ohn William.J, who receiiJed a bachelor'.:! degre~ in Engli:Jh 
from SU in 195~ htLJ written 
12 no'IJeU, 9 nonfiction boolcd, 2 playJ, and hundredd of 
poemJ, eJJayJ, articleJ, and Jhort JtorieJ, which are com-
piled in more than 30 anthologieJ. The retired profeJJor of 
Engli:Jh, joumali:Jm, and creatiiJe writing at RutgerJ 
Uni~Jerdity i1 currently writing the libretto for hi:JfirJt 
opera, Many Thousand Gone. Sea Creature and 
Teaneck, NJ haiJe not been preiJiowly pu6li1hed. 
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It wad my mother who named UJ, not my father. Since the babied kept coming, one after another without much of a break, r:1he thought it Wad her due. Not that my father 
cared. He wed to caLL UJ aLL L. Kenney: 'L. Kenney, get in here and clean your room, " 
"There's a certain L. Kenney that I need to speak to 
immediately," and so on. 
Lee was the name my mother had selected for 
herself when she was a little girl, she told us, for 
when she grew up to become a singer and a movie 
star. When she didn't become a movie star, she 
named her first baby Lee. Lee Lauren Kenney. 
Then came me, Linna Louisa. After Liam, the third 
child and first boy, the thing had assumed its own 
momentum, and on it went: Leo Lawrence, Lucy 
Laureen, and the twins, Liddie and Lyra. It was 
almost a name in itself, Liddie-and-Lyra, that both 
of them answered to, but of course they had their 
own names, Lydia Larissa and Lyra Lenore. 
Lawry Louis made eight and at last came Lukie, 
the caboose, baby numbe r nine. Luke Harter 
Kenney. 
"What happened with Lukie?" people asked. 
"What do you think happened ?" said my dad. 
"Jeanne ran out of Ls." 
My father's mother died when he was in the 
army, and he never knew his father. My mom's par-
ents, the Harters, died when we were little, my 
grandfather a month after my grandmother, and 
not even Lee, the oldest, could remember them. To 
us it was perfectly natural that our parents had no 
parents, no sisters, a nd no brothers. The world 
began with us, w ith Jeanne and Frank in charge, 
so it was a matter of course that they had no part in 
any past tha t existed before we were born, those 
times of black-and-white movies and jerky news-
reels about the war. Their pale young faces in their 
w edding album only proved this, my dad thin and 
ins ig nificant in an oversized suit, my m other a 
stranger with plucked eyebrows and dark lipstick. 
My dad's business was Kenney Paving. Actually 
Mr. Martin owned it too, but it was my dad w ho 
started the company, so it was Kenney Paving on 
the trucks; Kenney Paving on the notepad, old let-
terhead, that sat by our phone. On the coffee table 
in the living room we had Kenney Paving ashtrays 
with "Paving and Site Work" pressed into the bot-
tom. At school my desk was full of Kenney Paving 
pencils. 
It was the 1960s, a new decade. World War II 
had dropped off the horizon. Somewhere on the 
map there was an Iron Curtain, and a Cold War, 
but here in Syracuse, New York, the paving busi-
ness was hot. My father caught the tail end of the 
housing boom at a time when roads, parking lots, 
and driveways were being paved all over the coun-
try. In Central New York, stonewalled pastures 
and low rolling hills were being transformed daily 
into rows of affordable houses, each with its own 
yard . Blacktop gleamed from one end of the state 
to the other. New roads to get to the new houses. 
New parking lots for the new stores built to service 
the new neighborhoods. Everything new and fresh-
ly painted, or brought up to date if it were to sur-
vive. Anyone could see there was a new city, a new 
world, going up; a world of shopping centers, 
express highways, and tall buildings downtown. It 
was a whole new ball game, said my dad, and by 
God, Kenney Paving was out there playing in it. 
When we moved to the house on Archer Road, a 
four-bedroom colonial, blue with yellow shutters, 
the first thing my mother did was r emodel the 
kitchen. Miros and my dad junked the appliances 
and painted-wood cupboards . For months the 
kitchen was a h odgepodge of plywood and hot 
plates while we awaited the arrival of the Wood-
mode cabinets with a built-in Lazy Susan, the cus-
tom laminated countertops, and the two-oven wall 
unit with a pull-out stove-top shelf. 
It was perfection that my parents were in search 
of, I knew. With each new house, we got a litt le 
closer. Archer Road was twice the size of the bun-
galow we lived in on Lewis Avenue, three times the 
size of the ranch house on Edgewood before that. 
And the little house on Preston Parkway behind 
St. Margaret's - the whole thing would 've fit into 
the living room a nd dining room of the house on 
Archer Road. 
We wanted only the newest and the best. 
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1 think that was why my parents kept having 
babies. 
At last the work was done and the new 
kitchen installed, a gleaming vision out of Howe 
BeautifuL with Formica counters and recessed 
lighting. Still, it was a bit too small for us. And 
now the Minskys next door had built an addi-
tion. It was a new kitch en w ing, with huge pic-
ture windows and avocado green appliances. 
Even their refrigerator was avocado green, and it 
had an automatic icemaker. 
This was when my mother began to walk 
around the house with narrowed eyes. "A coat of 
paint, new gutters and we could get 50, 52 thou-
sand. Maybe 55." 
"Maybe," said my dad. But we knew he was 
ready. He'd started to refinish the basement. It 
was a sure-fire sign we were through with a 
house. 
My dad had lots of irons in the fire. With Mr. 
Martin, he bought and sold land at the right 
time. He owned two c ommercial buildings 
downtown that paid steady rent. But what h e 
wanted was to get into residential building, he 
told my mother. He wanted to build houses. 
He'd com e h o m e from work with a pile of 
papers he spread out on the dining room table. 
"What kind of value do you get out of an older 
home on the market today? Not muc h . Not 
much at all. " 
"But build a house ? Where would you build?" 
"The Bellevue tract, Jeanne. T he land I 
bought last year." 
"That cow pasture? There's not even a road 
through that. And that big ravine in the back ... " 
"The bottom of that ravine is the ninth green 
at Limestone Country Club. W e can't lose w ith 
this thing, J eanne. I'll put in the roads and build 
a model, for us, and sell the rest off to builders. 
Or who knows, maybe we'll get ground floor 
buyers, people with a little green and some fore-
sight." 
"I have my eye on a house on Landsdowne, 
Frank. They 've lowered the price. There's solid 
value in that neighborhood. And we can do it 
over, attic to basement." 
My dad bent over the survey sheets. 
"Limestone Hills. Limestone Meadows." 
"Where are my cigarettes? Did I leave them in 
the car?" My mother moved restlessly out of the 
room. "Liam! Go see if my cigarettes are in the car!" 
"How about Limestone Lanes?" said my dad. 
"Sounds like a bowling alley. Lucy, you get 
Linna to set the table. " 
"Jeanne, you're not listening. Come here and 
look at this. There's 15 lots to start in this parcel, 
another 10 to the west." My mother leaned over 
the survey sheets, unwrapping a new pack of 
Viceroys. "Picture this, Jeanne. A six- or seven-
bedroom house, a traditional if you want, brand-
new and loaded w ith extras. Gold-plated faucets 
in the master bedroom suite. Six bathrooms. A 
mudroom and separate entry for the kids. Top of 
the line appliances - you name it. It'll be the 
model, the one dressed up to go to town. And 
we'll build it exactly the way you want it. You 
call the shots." 
"And w ho's going to build this house? Miros?" 
"Of course," said my dad. 
She set the pack down on the papers with a 
thump. "I was joking. Miros in charge of a 
house? What a nightmare." 
''I'm in charge, Jeanne. Miros builds what and 
how I want." 
"You'd need an architect, a builder. Miros is 
Cynthia Strode! McCaLL i1 a graduate c:~tudent in S U'.:J cre-
ative writing program. She 
received a bachelor '.:! degree in EngLi:Jh from the Univet'r1ity 
of Colorado in 1978 and a mac:Jterd degree in reading edu-
cation/rom SU'.:J SchooL of Education in 1981. She hoped 
to compLete her current c:Jtudiu thi:J year. A portion of her 
jit'c:ft noveL i1 excerpted here. 
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Lamplight caught in 
the rings on her 
hands. "Ready?" 
she said. Her voice 
was low and tender, 
meant only for me. 
just a carpenter. He can barely speak English, for 
God's sake." 
"He does good solid work, Jeanne. And he'll get 
in on the ground floor, too." 
"The ground floor! With what? They don't have 
a nickel between them." 
Miros had a gold tooth. H e a nd his two 
nephews drove trucks for Kenney Paving. When 
things needed to be repaired around our house, 
Miros came to do it. As he worked he kept one eye 
squinted against the smoke of the ha nd-rolled ciga-
rette wedged in the corner of his mouth. 
My mother lit a Viceroy with quick impatient 
hands. She shook the match, her eyes on the sur-
vey sheet, and dropped it, sti ll burning, into the 
ashtray. She did everything in a hurry, as if she 
couldn't wait to be done with it and on to the next 
thing. Sooner or later, it seemed, she would come 
across something importan t, something that mat-
tered that would require her careful attention. But 
until then, she was in a hurry. "It's one thing to re-
do a house," she said, dropping the corners of her 
mouth . "It's quite another to start from scratch ." 
"Limestone Heights." My father drew out each 
syllable. "I like that." 
"Is there limestone there?" asked Leo. In the 
ashtray I watched a blue flame work dow n the 
length of the match. 
"Who knows? There's Limestone Country 
Club," said my dad. "That's limestone enough for 
me." 
""l'I Then the basement was finished, Liam and I 
VV painted t he baseboards eggshell blue. Leo 
dripped paint on the floor and was banished to the 
stairway, where he unrolled travel posters for Lee 
and my mother to tack on the walls. Windmills in 
Greece. A chap-cheeked blonde skiing Colorado 
powder. T h e Statue of Liberty with " I li ft my 
lamp . .. " written across the bottom. When we were 
done, it looked so great my parents threw a big 
party. 
We loved it w hen they had parties. Lee a nd I 
offered trays of hot'd d'oeuvre.:! bought from a caterer, 
stu ffed mushroom caps, hot dogs skewered on 
toothpicks, to people who exclaimed how beautiful 
we were. No one wanted to stay in the basement 
a lthough most of the food was down there, so we 
walked up and down, up and down with the rent-
ed silver trays. In the living room, Lucy danced on 
my father 's shoes. Liam and Leo sang the song 
w here they doffed their caps at the end. Then I 
sang "Get Me to t he Church on Time," with a 
swing of my fist on the downbeat. Mrs. Roach was 
upstairs to keep an eye on Liddie and Lyra but the 
rest of us ran and play ed around the party, bored 
once the hi-fi was turned on. My parents had new 
friends on Archer Road, people that really knew 
how to mix it up, my dad said. The Minskys next 
door. Billy Troy, Jo and Holly Redman; people in 
t he contracting business. Two couples they had 
met at the racetrack last summer. Mr. Martin, w ho 
ran Kenney Paving with my dad. Forced upstairs 
at last, we jumped on our beds as Mrs. Roach 
turned the television up louder. The harsh jangle of 
voices rose and fell late into the night; the piano, 
singing, bursts of loud laughter. 
Liam and I started a midnight gam e of 
Monopoly on my bed but got into a fight about 
who should be the iron. 
"I hate the shoe," said Liam. His crew cut bris-
tled in the lamplight. "''m always the shoe. I won 't 
be the shoe." 
"Shh. You 'll wake up Lee," I hissed. We both 
knew that Lee could sleep through anything. 
At 3 in the morning I w oke up and t urned out 
the bedside light. It was quiet dow nstairs. The 
hall lights were on b ut Mrs. R oach had gone 
home. Lee was still asleep. Liam, wrapped in the 
bedspread, lay snoring on the floor beside my bed. 
I wen t downstairs where every light was on but 
the house was empty, the living room w indows 
wide open. Then h eadlights brushed the dark 
lawn. A car door slammed. My father pushed in 
the front door, a drink in his hand. Out in the dri-
veway someone shrieked with la ughter. "Linna! " 
said my dad. "Get everybody up. We've got peo-
ple here that want to meet you." 
T h ey'd been to the Eastwood Inn, w h ere a 
group at the bar wanted to hear us sing . Upstairs 
my dad poked at everyone, even the twins in their 
cribs, but only Leo got up, b linking, ready for 
anything . L iam awoke w hen I pulled off the bed-
spread, and he came down the stairs, one groggy 
step at a time. 
In the living room Billy Troy stood on his head 
in front of the fireplace. Mrs. Redman was pour-
ing scotch into teacups for a group at the piano 
that gave a cheer w hen they saw us on the stairs. 
"Linnie," said my mother, cheeks flushed, her hair 
loose around her forehead. Cigarette butts floated 
in a ha lf-empty glass on top of the piano. "You 
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sing for her first . What would y ou like to sing, dar-
!. ?" mg . 
"'Get Me to the Church on Time,"' cried my dad . 
And he started up w ith, ''I'm getting married in the 
morning . . . " until he was booed and shouted dow n. 
"W e don't want to hear y ou, Frank," said a shrill 
lady with tousled red hair. "We've been listening to 
you all night. W e want Linnie here to sing." She 
leaned close to my dad, spilling her drink on his 
shoes. 
I stood next to my mother. Lamplight caught in 
t h e rings on her hands . "Ready? " she said. H er 
voice was low and tender, meant only for me. 
My back to the piano, I sang, w ith the red faces 
shushed and laughing, swaying above me, sang an 
Irish song that was my father 's favor ite. 
"0 , the day s of the Kerry dancing," I sang. "0, 
The Contest 
the ring of the piper's tune." I held my head high in 
t h e a ir. I threw ou t my a rms the way C a rmel 
Quinn did on the Arthur Godfrey Show. 
I sang so well that Mrs. M.insky started cry ing, 
so well that they made me sing it again. 
When the boy.1 began to gather 
In the glen, of a .Jammer night 
Ano the kerry piper '.:J tunin_9 
Maoe t l.:l Long with wi!o oe!ight ... 
"E ncore," called my father, clapping and clap -
ping. "Encore, Linnie Lou!" 
A pale light streaked the w indows, lit the strip es 
on my brothers' baseball pajamas as they stood 
blinking sleepily in the lamplight. The sun was ris-
ing. I threw back my shoulders. I lifted my voice 
above t he slow beginning chords, lifted my arms to 
them all. And I sang it again . • 
'
'he JtorieJ by our JlUdent aathorJ, Cynthia Strode[ McCall and Tara WatJon, were 
choJen through a writing contut he/J by Syracuse University Magazine. The 
contut Wa.J dif!Wed into undergradU£I.le and gradU£I.te categorieJ and ;i.ilJged by three 
alumni authorJ, Robert O,Connor, ChriJ Zenowich, and Swan Hubbard. 
O'Connor received a master's degree in 
English from SU in 1985 and is an assistant pro-
fessor of English at the State University of New 
York College at Oswego. His critically acclaimed 
first novel, Buffalo SolJierJ, was published in 1993 
and is now being turned into a motion picture. 
O'Connor, who lives in Liverpool, New York, has 
also published short stories in such journals as the 
InJiana &view and {b.arterly Wut. 
z.wtch left an advertising career to pur-
sue fiction writing at SU, where he received a 
master's degree in creative writing in 1987. Shortly 
after graduating, Zenowich published his first 
novel, The Co.~t of Living, and a collection of short 
stories, &onomiu of the Heart. He also spent two 
years teaching in SU's creative writing program. 
He spent the last year teaching in California at 
Deep Springs College and is completing his latest 
novel. The Price of Private Eyu. 
lllllllaPd received a master's degree in creative 
writing from SU in 1984 and is an assistant profes-
sor of creative writing at the University of Central 
Florida. Her first collection of short stories, Walking 
on Ice, received the Associated Writing Program's 
Short Fiction Prize in 1990. More recently, her 
works have received a special mention from the 
Pushcart Prize and an honorable mention in the 
1994 World's Greatest Short Story Contest. • 
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He boarded the ferry jwt M the LM t caLL wa.1 announced. Nothing unwua~· he wa.1 aLway.:~ Late. H e pwhed through the inattentive tourut.1 to the front deck, where he 
couLd catch the cooL breeze roLLing off the ocean. Running from hu car to the f erry had 
made hinz .1weat, and now he feLt the cotton .:~hirt .:~ticking to hu back. 
He sat next to an older woman clu tch ing her 
shopping bag and took a deep breath, trying to let 
his heart return to a normal rate. The woman was 
a lone a nd sta red as though he'd said something 
rude. She moved her shopping bag away from his 
reach a nd looked out over t he railing, eventually 
ignoring him. 
He took a w hi te handkerch ief from his back 
pocket and wiped his forehead. He was only 36 
but his body was not keeping up with his expecta-
tions . H e had a lw ays been an a thlete, enjoy ing 
competition in everything he did. Now his energy 
had been directed elsewhere, and it was only du r-
ing the holiday breaks that he would p lay football 
w ith his wife and 6-year-old son. 
H is son was everything to him. Nothing could 
be more impor tant to him than his family. He real-
ized this w hen he was away from them, w hen he 
would call just to hear the sounds of the home he 
and his w ife had worked so ha rd to create. H e cer-
tainly could not have created this home w ithout 
her. She had a lways supported him, even w hen he 
made bad decisions. "People make mistakes," she 
would say. H e knew he wasn 't perfect, b ut he 
wanted to be as close to it as possible, especia lly as 
a father. 
As the ferry approached the isla nd, his thoughts 
returned to the present. He was excited to reach 
the island, but he was exhausted -and it was only 
]] in the morning. The ferry reached its destina-
tion and t h e passe ng e rs d isembarke d . As h e 
walked across t he dock, he began to feel better. H e 
had escaped the constraints of the city to a q uiet 
island that demanded nothing of h im. He could be 
anybody he wanted to be. No one knew his name 
or why he was here. He was free from pressure 
and he was happy. He smiled at the though t, then 
approached a taxi. 
"Can you take me to 1256 Harbor Terrace?" 
"Sure," answered the driver. T he a ir in the cab 
felt stuffy, like the w indows had been rolled up a ll 
day. Sunligh t made it even warmer. Fortunately, it 
was only a 1 0-minute drive and the driver wasn 't in 
the mood for conversation. 
H e arrived at the cottage and paid t he driver. 
Then he held his bags in both hands and stood in 
front of the cottage for a few minutes. It was per-
fect. A large porch welcomed him with a fan tastic 
view of the ocean. H e could a lready p icture strik-
ing sunsets o n warm nig h ts that he wou ld soon 
watch in awe. He couldn't remember the last time 
he felt so relaxed. It couldn't be more perfect than 
this. He never had the time to relax in the city. H e 
was too busy w ith d eadlines, too busy keeping 
every one happy. 
The cottage belonged to Anthony, a good friend 
from work. An thony offered him the cottage for 
one month as payback for season tickets to the 
Celtics. Anth ony knew he needed to vacation 
someplace w here he could begin writing his novel 
without being interrupted by phones, family, and 
pressure from his colleagues. One month out of the 
everyd ay work ing sc h edul e at f i rst so und ed 
uncomfortable to someone w ho d idn't know how 
to take a vacation. But after thinking about how 
much it would allow him to r elax and do a little 
self-exploring, he willingly gave up the office time. 
He was happy he had come and he was going to 
enjoy every moment. H e would be alone for two 
weeks, then his family would join him. Two weeks 
of solitude. Two weeks of bliss. 
He drew lines in the sand w ith the tips of his 
shoes. It fe lt good to have something other than 
t h e con crete under him. He climbed the th ree 
porch steps and set his bags down. H e looked off 
the east sid e of the porch. The next house down 
was far enoug h away to grant him p rivacy, yet 
within yelling distance if he needed anything. H e 
didn't p lan on yelling anytime soon. 
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The screen door opened easily and he unlocked 
the inside door. T he cottage was neater than he 'd 
anticipated . Anthony was a slob at work, a lway s 
unorganized. But the cottage was just as it should 
be. It smelled like an old house that still had life in 
it, one w here a dog could be found outside p laying 
with the children as the parents looked on through 
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the kitchen window. It seemed like anything 
could happen in this house and nothing could go 
wrong. The smell reminded him of his childhood 
home. Antiques were everywhere, yet it didn't 
have the appearance of a museum. It looked very 
lived-in even though it was only used four 
months a year. "If this were mine, I 'd be here 
every day of the year," he thought. 
It was quiet inside the cottage, but outside he 
could hear the ocean waves rolling onto the 
shore. He left the screen door open. The island 
smelled fresh , sounded soothing, and looked like 
paradise. 
His senses seemed fu lly alive for the first time 
in a long time. H e could not experience this at 
home, where he was always too busy or too tired. 
After choos in g the largest bedroom, h e 
unpacked and looked for the computer Anthony 
had promised was there. He found it in a small 
corner room with two windows overlooking the 
sand dunes and the water. "An inspiring room to 
begin writing the next great American classic," 
he la ughed. He decided his writing could wait 
until tomorrow, and he shu t the door behind 
him. 
H e was getting hungry. Fortunately, Anthony's 
family had been t her e th e prev ious week and 
food was in t he refrigerator. He would go to 
Main Street for groceries in the morning. 
After dinner h e sat on the porch in a n o ld 
wicker roc king cha ir. I t was blue w ith a soft 
p laid cushion on it. H e thought of his father, 
dead two years now. His father used to sit on the 
back deck of their home and talk about the life 
he never got to lead. T he life he gave up to p lease 
his w ife and take care of his children. The life he 
didn't want his son to inherit. 
The sky was too cloudy for a sunset, but the 
oncoming night air felt good c~ming across the 
porch. It was warm and he could taste the salt. 
He inhaled deeply to capture the air, and it filled 
his lungs. He exhaled, then smiled. H e had been 
on vacation o nly a few hours, yet a lready he was 
unwinding and enjoying the idea of having noth-
ing but time and the beauty of the isla nd at his 
fingertips for the next 30 days. 
One month can be a long time if you enjoy 
each moment, and he intended to do just that. 
He woke at 7:30, lifted his head, and squinted 
outside his window. He need ed to confirm w here 
he was. N ever leaving his bed , he pulled the cur-
tain back and opened the window. T he sunshine 
reached the foot of his bed and cascaded across 
his walls. He lifted his head up again for another 
glimpse. 
"Morning sunlight has the most dra matizing 
effect," he thoug ht. It creates shadows that only 
early morning can lay claim to. If morning is the 
most uplifting time of day, then morning sunlight 
announces each new beginning and reassures 
you that if today doesn't work out, tomorrow will 
bring more sun a nd another new start. 
He liked waking early. It put him in a good 
mood and h e felt he would accomplish a lot. 
Then he remembered he didn't have to accom-
plish anything. His only goal was to keep his 
good mood. And go into town for food. He 
decided that this must be what retirement feels 
like. But that was ma ny years down the road . He 
had to provide for his fam ily in the immediate 
future . Maybe he could retire at 5 0 and start 
early . If t hi s is what it could be like, t hen he 
wasn't going to postpone retirement any longer 
than absolutely necessary . 
H e got out of bed and put on a pair of khaki 
shorts and a faded T-shirt. He found his sneakers 
a nd walked downstairs to the kitchen. The white 
contrasts of the kitchen were too bright for his 
waking eyes and he squinted. He set his sneakers 
on the kitchen cha ir and drank the rest of t he 
left-over orange juice in t h e refrigerator. He 
threw out the empty container and began open-
ing all t he windows in the kitchen and liv ing 
room. It was a picturesque day that deserved to 
enter his new home. 
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ra Wat.Jon completed her under-
raduate .Jtudie.J in May, earning 
bacheLor '.:! degree in EngLiJh 
and TextuaL Studie.J from the CoLlege 
of Art.J and Science.J. She plan.J to pur.Jue a career a.J a 
tele~Juion .1criptwriter or an adiJertuing copywrita A.1 a 
.1tudent, Wat.1on auo wrote for The Daily O range and 
Syracuse University Magazine. 
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He w a lked outside on the p or ch a nd looked 
tow ard his neig hbors. An elderly man was in his 
yard sitting in a lawnchair with his dog at his side. 
Maybe later in t he afternoon he would stop by, 
introduce himself. Right now nothing sounded bet-
ter than a stroll on the beach . This is w hat he 'd been 
w aiting for, to be alone, to enjoy the solitude. 
H e w alked half a mile before realizing he wasn't 
far from Main S treet. H e continued on the beach 
until he saw the shops. He pu t his sneakers on after 
r insing off h is feet. H e would buy groceries now 
and catch a taxi back. 
He had never been here before, but he knew the 
i:JLand wM JmaLL enough to cover in one day. H e 
had pMJed through town on hi:J way fron1 the f erry, 
so he a lr eady had his bearings. Walking leisurely 
down the sidewalks, he admired the small commu-
nity. Boutiq ues and gift shops linetl the cob blestone 
streets. T here was a post office, a bank, and a hospi-
tal. T he build ings looked o ld -fash ioned; noth ing 
was modern . It gave the town a un ique feeling. 
He stopped at the grocery store and bought what 
he needed, includ ing a six-pack of beer and a local 
newspaper. He was interested in w hat the residents 
had to say-they must be the smartest people in the 
world to live here permanently. The paper would also 
give him something to talk about with his neighbor. 
As he left the store, he passed an antique gift 
shop. In the w indow he noticed a miniature wooden 
rocking horse, hand-crafted and lightly stained . It 
had braided, gold yarn for its mane and ta il, a nd 
painted black featu res for t he face. He immediately 
thought of his son. He carried his groceries into the 
shop and walked over to the horse. The saleswoman 
saw him enter and approached him at once; it had 
been a slow morning. 
"Can I help you? " she asked . 
"Yes, I'd like to buy the rocking horse." 
"Charming isn't it? " 
She reminded him of his grandmother. He smiled 
at her. "Yes, it is ." 
S he brought the horse to the cash register and 
wrapped it in t issue before placing it in a small card-
board box. H e paid her and said he'd be back later 
in the week. lt was warm outside and he didn't want 
his groceries to spoil. She smiled a t him and watched 
him leave through her store window. 
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I t had been two days since he ta lked to his wife, so 
he d ecid ed h e s h ou ld call h ome. His wife 
a nswered, not expecting to hear her husband's 
voice. H e talked to her and his son for a time a nd 
said he could n't wait u nti l they came to the isla nd . 
He told them he loved them, then hung up. He fe lt 
guilty after the conversation . H e realized he d id n't 
miss them. H e hadn 't thought about them unt il he 
saw the rock ing horse. H e was happy to be a lo ne. 
Anthony made sure he fe lt no pressure to write 
too much. "Just get a few ideas and maybe a few 
chapters started, and when you come back, we'll 
look it over. No deadlines are waiting for you, so 
relax," he said. Pub lishers were a lways pushing for 
a book by a n un real istic date. They expected t he 
impossible. He was going to take Anthony's advice 
a nd write w hen he fe lt like it. He wasn 't going to 
force an idea that wasn't there. This book w as going 
to be t he one. H e could feel it. He knew it was time 
and that this would be his best. 
H e walked upstairs and turned on the compu ter. 
Maybe he would just list a few ideas and characters 
a nd begin putting it together later. 
The fee ling passed quickly. 
He went back downstairs and pic k ed up the 
newspaper. H e walked outside and sat on the porch. 
T h e breeze from the ocean rumpled the paper, 
which he restraightened and began to read. 
The isla nd was extremely brig ht in the afternoon 
light. T here were flowers everywhere in fu ll b loom. 
Reds and yellows dominated his vision. H e caught 
their distinct smells floating through the air, mixing 
w ith the salt . 
W hen he felt somewhat knowledgeable of current 
events on the isla nd, he looked toward his neigh-
bor's house. He saw the old man standing in his 
yard looking out at the ocean. He walked off his 
porch and slowly toward his neighbor's . With his 
hands in h is pockets and his head down, he looked 
like a little boy returning home late a nd expect ing a 
punishment. 
The old ma n smiled when his visitor drew near. 
"H ello. My na me is Steven Aspen. I rented the 
cottage next door." 
"Welcome to the island. I 'm B ill Riley." T hey 
shook hands. "Is this a vacation for y ou, Steven?" 
"Well, I'm a writer in the city and I needed to 
start another book, so I've got the p lace for a month 
to get started ." 
"A writer, huh?" Riley w as a man in his early six-
ties . H e w as a small ma n with ice-blue eyes, the 
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kind that capture your gaze. 'Tm afraid I haven't 
read any of your books. My wife does a lot of 
reading, but that 's not me. I like to be outside 
looking at the world for myself rather than read-
ing it through someone else's eyes." 
Riley offered him a seat on his porch and they 
talked about Riley's family, Steven's work, and 
local politics for two hours. Mrs. Riley brought 
them drinks, then went back into the house. She 
only sat down with them to add something about 
her incredibly brilliant grandchildren. Steven 
never mentioned his family, saying he didn't have 
time for one since he was so dedicated to his work. 
When he rose to leave, the sun was sinking. As 
he walked back to his cottage, he thought about 
growing older and where he and his wife would 
be at Riley's age. Would they be s itti ng on a 
porch on an island just enjoying the company of 
one another? Would he be sitting alone? He had 
just denied her existence to the Rileys. Ignoring 
the opportunity to feel guilty, he began to think 
how he could use the Rileys as characters in his 
next book. 
He e ntered the house feeling tired and went 
upstairs to sit down at the computer. He sat star-
ing at the blank screen, waiting for something to 
come to him. He felt hollow inside. He couldn 't 
concentrate on writing. It seemed like he had 
something else on his mind. 
Maybe his priorities had shifted since coming 
to the is land. His first priority seemed to be 
enjoying the island. His second was writing. He 
had never felt this way before. Writing was 
never an easy task for him, but it was what he 
liked to do. He had established himself as an 
author and there were expectations to live up to. 
Right now it was an effort to concentrate and 
he didn't want to work at it. "It'll come," he said 
to himself. He turned the computer off, went 
into his bedroom, and sprawled out on the bed. 
The rocking horse was on the nightstand still in 
the cardboard box. He sat up and lifted it out of 
its container. The saleswoman had wrapped it in 
too many layers of tissue paper. He began to 
unwrap the horse, being careful not to rip the 
paper. Each layer was wrapped in the opposite 
direction of the one before. It seemed like such a 
complex job. He held the unwrapped horse in 
his hands a nd studied its d etail. H e began to 
think about how the horse would feel if it were 
a li ve . He decided that the horse was unhappy 
because it wasn't designed with hooves . He 
thought the horse needed to feel free, that the 
rocker it was mounted on was restri cti ng its 
freedom. If he could reconstruct the horse, he 
would create it w ith wings. He thought the 
horse would appreciate wings because they 
could carry him wherever he wanted to go. 
"Freedom," he heard himself saying, and felt 
surprised. Is this what he had been feeling like? 
Had he taken on the role of the rocking horse to 
please the people around him? 
Riley's comment came back to him. '1 Like to 6e 
outdtOe looking at the world for myde/j rather than read-
ing it through domeone elded eyed. "Was that what he 
was trying to accomplish as a writer? Trying to 
show people an outlook on life instead of allow-
ing them to experience it for themselves? Who 
had given him the right to do so? He hadn't even 
experienced his life until this week, when he 
stepped onto the island. Everything before this 
vacation seemed like someone else's life. He had 
been trapped by the city, work, family, and him-
self. He wasn't the same man. He wasn't Steven 
Aspen until he experienced the freedom of this 
island. 
All these thoughts came rushing into his head 
at once. He began to feel dizzy. H e didn't feel 
trapped by his family, did he? He knew he did-
n't want his wife to become Mrs. Riley, a woman 
who felt she wasn't qualified to sit with "men 
folk" and discuss current issues. He didn't want 
her to become an avid reader of someone else's 
ideas and not have any of h er own. He didn't 
want his son to grow up in an environment that 
didn't allow him to appreciate every day of his 
life. Steven would not inherit his father's life. 
41 
This is where his family belonged. This is 
where he belonged. Everything seemed to come 
together in that moment. He wasn't going back 
to the city in one month. He was on a permanent 
vacation . He would te ll his wife and son when 
they arrived, and if it wasn 't what they wanted, 
he would be just as content to stay a lone. It did-
n't matter anymore. "She'll understand. People 
make mistakes, right?" He wasn 't going to have 
anymore deadlines. His only goal was to wake 
up every morning as Steven Aspen. Not a prod-
uct of his environment. Just a man w illing to r isk 
it all to have it a ll. 
Tomorrow he would begin his new life . Tonight 
he would sleep and dream of flying horses. • 
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reading, but that's 
not me. I like to be 
outside looking at 
the world lor 
myself rather 
than reading it 
through someone 
else's eyes. 
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